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ABSTRACT
This report presents three different ana~yses of
biaxially loaded columns. These are:
1.
2.
3.
Limit analysis (Chapter 2);
Generalized Stress-Strain Relationships (Chapter 3); and
Stability analYSi) (Chapter 4).
In Chapter 2, limit theorems of perfect plasticity have
been applied to obtain the yield surface equations. The lower bound
solution is derived from considerations of equilibrium. Based on an
assumed velocity field, the upper bound solution is obtained by
equating the rate of external work to the rate of internal energy
dissipation. The upper bound load is minimized and its value is'
found to be very close to the lower bound one .
.
The elastic-plas~ic solution of a biaxially loaded column
is difficult to obtain because of nonlinearities involving material
property and geometry. The problem of nonlinearity due to material
property has been treated in Chapter 3. The stability problem
including the geometric effect has been ·introduced in Chapter 4.
The methods developed in Cha~ters 3 and 4 are an incre-
mental approach in which a linear relationship between the force
increments and the deformation increments is introduced. into the
influence coefficient matrix. This matrix, representing the
instantaneous stiffness or the tangent of the force-deformation
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curve, is generally known as the tangent stiffness matrix.
All of the procedures have been programmed for digital
computation and applied to different sample problems.
Factors considered in the .,study of the stability problem
of biaxial1y loaded columns are:
1. Material, elastic or elastic-plastic;
2. Loading, proportional or nonproportional;
3. Residual stress;
4. End warping restraint;
5. End bending restraint;
6. Initial imperfection;
7. Externally applied DRisting moment; and
8., Equations of equilibrium, with or without the non-
linear terms.
The post-buckling behavior of centrally loaded columns and
beam-columns (lateral-torsional buckling) has also been examined
by using the concept of initial imperfection and the biaxial bending
theory developed. This dissertation is limited to the problem of
synunetrical loading with single curvature bending. TIle sway of
. column~ and elastic unloading of yielded elements are not considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction
Of all the column prob,lems, a biaxially loaded column is
considered to be the most general case. In addition to the axial
force, there are two bending moments, acting in the directions of
the x and y axes of the reference coordinates (Fig. 1). The applied
twisting moment mayor may not exist at the ends of the column.
These externally applied forces result from the space action between
column and beam in a bui~ding frame.
In the past, space frames were treated and designed as
planar structures. This idealization was necessary because of
the lack of sufficient knowledge of the behavior and strength of
biaxially loaded columns.
Solutions of biaxially loaded columns are difficult to
obtain due to nonlinearities involving material property (stress-
strain relationships) and geometry (deformed configuration of column).
Although these nonlinearities are undesirable, they exist in many
engineering problems. Neglect of either or both of them would
yield an unrealistic solution to the problem. Fortunately, many
complications of nonlinear analysis can be overcome by utilizing
the incremental approach. The equations can be derived, provided
that the current state of stress and strain is known. The approach
yields a set of simultaneous linear equations with variable coefficients.
-4
During. the small increment of forces, it is assumed that these co-
efficients are constant. Thus, the method is an iterative process
and requires successive corrections until equilibrium is satisfied.
This method has recently gained in popularity in the analysis of
nonlinear problems.
During the past decade, the problem of biaxially loaded
columns h.as received considerable attention from many research
workers in this country and abroad. The past development of the
theory of biaxial bending can be divided into three stages as
follows:
1. Elastic analysis;
2. E~astic-plastic analysis; and
3. Limit analysis.
The elastic behavior of biaxially loaded column has been
extensively studied. Its solution only requires the consideration
of the geometric nonlinearity and the maximum load of the column
is reached when the deflections become excessively large.
A number of elastic-plastic. solutions have a18,0 been
obtained. These solutions are far more complicated than the elasti~
ones and. generally require step-by-step calculations. Failure of
columns is. usually caused by the excessive yielding. Solutions
are limited to an isolated column without externally applied twisting
moments.
For a short or zero-length column, the failure of the column
occurs when the whole cross-section becomes fully plastic. Limit
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analysis, which is most suitable for this type of problem, can be
applied to obtain interaction equations relating axial force and
moments. Studies of interaction equations have been made by a number
of investigators. All previous results are based on an equilibrium
approach and, therefore, yield a lower bound solution to the problem.
The purpose of this report-··is to present -three
different types of analyses of biaxially loaded columns.
\
\
1. Limit analysis of cross-sections by applying limit
theorems to obtain interaction equations (Chapter 2).
Both upper and lower, bound solutions are presented
in order to compare the results._
2. Elastic-plastic analysis of cross-sections by
utilizing the tangent stiffness method (Chapter 3).
3. Stability analysis of biaxi~11y loaded columns by ·~sing
the tangent stiffness method (Chapter 4).
There are many factors which affect the maximum streng~h
of biaxially loaded columns. SOffi8 have already been studied, but
many still need to be investigated. Factors considered in this
Stlldy are:
1. Material, elastic or elastic-plastic;
2. Loading, proportional or nonproportional;
3. Residual stress;
4. End warping restraint.;
5. End bending restraint;
6. Initial imperfection;
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7. Externally applied twisting moment; and
8. Equilibrium equations, with or without the nonlinear
terms.
The post-buckling behavior of centrally loaded columns and
beam-columns (lateral-torsional buckling) has also been examined
by using the concept of initial ·imperfection and. the biaxial bending
theory developed. This dissertation is limited to the problem of
symmetrical loading with single curvature bending. The effects of
the sway of columns and the elastic unloading of yielded elements
are not taken into consideration. Although the wide-flange section
is chosen for the numerical study, the methods are general and can
be extended to other cross-sectional shapes.
1.2 Review of Previous Work
The elastic theory of columns and its solution can be found
in several texts) as well as papers. (1-11)* The contribution made
by Wagner in 1929 for the torsional buckling· of thin-walled open
sections to the currently established solutions for torsional and
flexural buckling gives an indication of the rapid progress in
this area. (12)
Analytical studies of elastic columns with a thin-walled
open section, loaded biaxial1y with respect to the principal axes
f h 1 · · . G d· (4-6)o t e co umn cross sect10n, are very extens1ve. 00 1er,
following the work on flexural-torsional buckling by Wagner) (12)
*The numbers in parentheses refer to the list of references.
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(13)' (14)Pretschner, and Kappus, ( extended the governing differential
equations to include columns under biaxial bending with sy~etrical
loading. Goodier's equations are simplified by the assumption that
the twisting, as well as displacements, of any cross-sections of the
column ,are small as compared to the eccentricities of the load~ng.
Excellent discussion of the theory are given by Bleich, (8)
(10) ~d lib d·- (15)Timoshenko and Cere, an Ko runner an Melster.
\
Goodier's simplified equations have been solved exactly
by Culver, (16,17) and approximately by Thur1imann~18) Dabrowski, (19)
Prawe1 and Lee, (20) and Trahair. (21) Except for Trahair's
solution, which includes the elastic restraint at the ends of the
column, all other solutions are for simple support.
Harstead, Birnstiel and Leu have reported that Goodier's
. (22)
equations are not applicable for larger loads in the elastic range.
This is due to the fact that as the rotation of the column cross
section becomes larger, the error in Goodier's approximation becomes
considerable.
Ana,lytical studies of ine last,ic columns loaded eccentrically
in a plane of symmetry have been investigated thoroughly and well
understood since Von Karman's efforts in the early part of this
(23 24)
century. ' References to the earlier work of the development
are given by Bleich. (8) An up-to-date summary of the research
dealing with the inelastic behavior of wide-flange columns that 'are
sufficiently braced in the lateral direction will appear in the
revised Commentary on Plastic Design in Steel. (25)
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The inelastic behavior of beam-columns bent out of the
plane of tIle applied moment and twist at the same time is generally
too complicated for detailed solutions, even for the case of a doubly
symmetrical section~ Galambos defined failure of the column as the
load at which the column begins to deflect laterally, accompanied
by ovisting. (26) The resulting solution is a conservative estimate
of the ultimate load. Nevertheless, good correlation of this estimate
with test results was observed.
The inelastic behavior of columns under biaxial loading
has not been studied thoroughly, but a member of solutions are
available. Pinadzhyan studied the ultimate load-carrying capacity
of columns with H-shaped cross section. (27) Kloppel and Winkelmann
have conducted experimental and analytical studies for isolated
steel columns of channels and H sections. (28)
Birnstiel and Michalos, (29) following the related work of
. (30)
Johnston, have presented a method for determining the ultimate
load-carrying capacity of columns under biaxial loading. Warping
strains due to nonuniform twist were considered. The procedure
requires successive trials and corrections and needs considerable
computational effort for a solution. Harstead, Birnstiel and Leu
have succeeded in reducing the number of iterations to a few cycles
by solv,ing a system of simultaneous linear equations for the correc-
tions at each station along the column. (22) Recently, Birnstiel
and his co-workers have conducted experiments on isolated H-
columns subjected to biaxial loading. (31) The effect of warping
restraints at column ends on the ultimate load-carrying capacity of
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the column and the effect of residual thermal strain~ on the behavior
of the colunul were examined. T11€ agreement betweel1 the theoretical
and experimental results appears satisfactory.
Smith has considered the biaxial1y loaded columns in terms
of the equations of three-dimensional elasticity, taking into account
the nonlinear effects of the end tractions on a .bilinearly·..elastic
column. (32) Finite-difference approximations tb the governing
\.
\
partial differential equations are used, and a general procedure.
for the numerical step-by-step integration of these equations is
presented. Several solutions were obtained for a solid rectangular
column.
Ellis, Jury and Kirk have reported on experimental and
theoretical studies of thip-walled box sections subjected to biaxial
loading. (33) In their theory the plane section is assumed to remain
plane after bending, and warping of the section is neglected. The
failure criterion of overlapping shapes,.which was used to find the
maximum load-carrying capacity of columns in a single plane, was
(34-36 )
extended to the three-dimensional biaxial loading case.
The numerical results were found to agree with small scale tests.
E 1 Darwis11 and Johns ton have stud ied the particular shape
composed of four corner angles with lacing on four sides. (37) The
four angles were considered as point areas in their analysis. Tor-
sian was neglected.
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Experimental studies on small frameworks in'which the
columns were subjected to biaxial loading have been conducted at
the U~iversity of Cambridge" in England. The results of these tests
and the effect of various end and loading conditions on the ultimate
load-carrying capacity of the biaxially loaded columns were examined
; (38)
in the book by Baker, Horne and Heyman. ,
Milner presented a theoretical and experimental study of
\
biaxial columns under nonproport1ional loading. (39) In his procedure,
the gov~rning differential equations of equilibrium are first ex-
pressed in terms of finite differences, and a numerical integration
procedure 1s used for the solution. The purpose was to investigate
the effect of the irreversible nature of plastic strains and also
the effect of the residual stress upon the elastic-plastic behavior
of the H-section columns. Milner's results indicated that the effect
of unloading after yielding had occurred in a biaxially loaded
column was to strengthen the column rather than weaken it. The
effect of the order of load application upon the failure load wa~
observed to be significant. Also, the effect of residual stress
was found to be less significant with-increased eccentricity.
Another analytical procedure for determining the maximum
load-carrying capacity of H-columns loaded biaxially was suggested
by Ringo, (40) and later extended by McDonough. (41) The column is
first assumed to be sufficiently braced in the lateral directions
so that the entire section at the mid-height of the column can
reach its plastic capacity. Successive reduction of the fully
plastic stress distribution at mid-height is then introduced
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because of the instability effect. An iterative method is then
used until equilibrium based on t11e deformed configur"ation is satisfied.
A valuable extension of Jezek's approximations, (42-44)
which gave an analytical solution for eccentrically loaded steel
columns based upon the perfectly plastic idealization for steel
as well as assuming the sine cuive shape of the ~eflected column
axis, was given by Sharma and Gaylord. (45) Jezek's theory proves
useful in obtaining approximate results in a simple manner for
columns subjected to biaxial loading.
All the methods previously reviewed are re~tricted for
symmetrical loading. Only a few studies have been made on an un-
symmetrical loading case. Syal and Sharma have proposed a numerical
method for the study of the elastic bertavi.or of biaxial COlUffillS with
'(46) (1-(7)different loadings at each ends. Razzaq,' and Marshall and
Ellis(48) have conducted both experimental and theoretical studies
on the elastic-plastic behavior of thin-wall~d box sections. The
result of experimentation is in accordance. with theoretical prediction.
A different approach to the "problem of biaxially loaded
columns is to extend the simple plastic hinge concept by taking
.into account the effect of axial force and biaxial moments on the
f 11 1 · S 1· · (41,49,50) hu y p ast1c moment. evera lnvestlgators ave construc-
ted the interaction surfaces relating axial force and bending moments
under the condition that- the entire section will be plastic. The
methods used thus far are based upon equilibrium (stress solution)
and therefore yield a lower bound solution to the problem, according
h 1 _· h f f 1 - - (51,52)to t e lm~t t eorems 0 per ect p astlclty. An excellent
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review on the subject of interaction curves under different loading
combinations is contained in the book by Hodge. (53) Unfortunately,
such an approach is invalid for compression rnemb~rs where geometrical
change affects equilibrium. The present plastic analysis and design
procedures do not consider biaxial loading of the columns, and hence
have an unknown amount of inaccuracy when applied to space frames.
The ·concept of the interaction surface approach, applicable to columns
of zero length, can be considered as a first step in extending
planar structural analysis to more realistic space frame
1 - (54,55,56)ana yS1S.
In Great Britain, the recommended practice for column
design always considers the effect of biaxial loading. (57) A
reC€Ilt revie\v paper on the theory of biaxially loaded columns can
now be found in the literature. (58)
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2. LIMIT ANALYSIS
2.1 Introduction
Figure 2 shows a wide-flange section subjected to an axial
force P and bending moments M and M. The material is assumed to
x y
be elastic-perfectly plastic (Fig. 3); this prop~rty is the same for
compression as well as tension. For convenience it is assumed that
the cross section has one unit length.
As the externally applied forces are gradually increased,
the section will undergo transformation froffi.a completely elastic
to a partially plastic stage. Eventually, the whole section will
be yielded. At this stage the cross section can further deform
without an increase in externally applied forces. The magnitudes
of the force and the moments which cause the plastification of
the cross section are referred to as limiting values.
Interaction equations which relate the limiting values of
force and bending moments can be obtained directly from limit analysis.
Studies of interaction relationships under biaxial bending have bee~
. . (41 49 50 54)
made by a number of lnvestlgators. ' " All previous results
are based on an equilibrium approach and, therefore, yield a lower
bound solution to the problem.
In this chapter, the lower bound solution will be derived
by means of an integration technique. The upper bound solution will
also be presented in order to compare the result with the lower
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bound one;; ThcGe solutions can be Inodified to include the tl\vistillg
moment. (50) The numerical study of the effect of torsion on the
lower bound interaction curve will be given in the next chapter.
The sign convention used for the stress is positive when
it is in tension. The axial force P and bending moments M and M
" x y
are considered to be positive if they produce tensile stress in the
first quadrant of the coordinate systemD These positive vectors
of force are shown in Fig. 2 and follow the right-hand rule. They
will be utilized for this chapter only.
2.2 Lower Bound Solution
The lower bound theorem of limit analysis states that:
l1The load computed on the basis of an assumed equilibrium
state of stress distribution which does not violate the
yield condition will be less than or at best equal to the
true limit or ultimate load".
Figure 4 shows a fully plastified wide-flange section.
The' neutral axis y = f(x) or x ;::: g(y) di\7idE;S tensile from conlpressive
stress. The equilibrium equations can be written as follows:
c1 d w
- -+t 2'2 2
p
- - f 2CJ g(y) dy S 2a g(y) dy - ,f 20" f (x) dx (2.1a)
d y d y w y
- - t 2 -2"2
M
x
d _,5! + t 'w
'2 2 2 dS 2cr y g(y) dy - J 2cr y g(y)dy + Scr [('2 :-
d Y Y 'w y
-t -.i --2
'2 2
2 2
t) -f (x)J dx
(2.1b)
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(2.1c) .
- ~+t ~
b 2 2 2 b 2 2 2
(5 [(~~) - g (y) ] dyt S cr [(-2) - g (y) Jdy~J 2cr x f (x) dxy 2 y y
d d w
z-t -2 2
d
2
=: SM
Y
The first two integrals of Eqs. (2.1) are contributions
due to the top and bottom flanges. The last integral is due to the
web.
In order to derive a lower bound for the interaction equation,
an arbitrary function of f(x) or g(y) is assumed and then substituted
into the previous equations. It has been previously shown that, for
a rectangular section, the best lower bound solution is obtained if
the neutral axis is a straight line. (59) This condition will be used
for the wide-flange section without the proof. Thus, f(x) or g(y)
is chosen as follows:
x = g(y)
- A Y- "-43
f(x) 1
A4
.Y - - - x -A3 i\3
(2.2)
(2.3)
where A3 and A4 are arbitrary constants which define the location of
a neutral axis.o
To simplify the result, the neutral axis passing through
the web is assumed to be parallel to the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 5.
This' simplification of the stress distribution is not made for the top
and bottom flanges. The following interaction equations are obtained
from Eqs. (2.1) to (2.3):
(2.4a)
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(2. ll-b)
(2.4c)
where
(2.5)
\
If dimensionless quantities are defined by
where
p
p = p
y
M
x
·m -
x Mpx
M
m =: --'Ly Mpy
.
p = cr A =.cr [2bt + w (d - 2t)Jy y y
t) + W <_dZ' - t)2JM = cr Z =: cr [bt (dpx y x y
(2.6a)
(2.6b)
(2 •6c)
• (2.7a)
(2 •7b)
Mpy (2 . 7c)
then the non-dimensional interaction equations may finally be written
in the form
(2.8a)
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(~ 3 (i t)3J d 2 21 [ (~)m -- A3 +w [(- - t) Y1 JJx z 3 2 2 ,2
x
2 b 2 1 · 3 (i 3 , 2 2m -- ( (-) t- [ (~) - t) J A - t (/1'3 Y1 ) JY z 2 . 3 2 2 3y
(2. 8b)
(2.8c)
The previous equations are derived for the case where the
neutral axis passes through the top flange, the web and the bottom
flange. These equations are, therefore, valid for
and
w b
___2__ ';\ ~ 2"
d ~ 3 ~ +
Y1 + 2" - t 2 Y1
(2 •.9)
(2.10)
Once the values of p and fiX are given, the values of A.3
and Y1 , which define the loc~tion of the neutral axis, can be deter-
mined by Eqs. (2.8a) and (2.8b). The value of m is then computedy
from Eq. (2.8c). Equations (2.8a) and (2.8b) are nonlinear, so
the Newton-Raphson method was employed to solve the equatio~s for
A3 and Y1• This method was programmed for computer solution.
Different locations of the ~eutral axis and their cor-
respon~ing interaction equations are summarized in Table 1. The
interaction curves for W12x3l and W14x426 are given in Figs. 6
and 7.
Pfrang and Toland, using a' similar approach, obtained
· · f f - 1 -d fl · (49)l.nteract1.on curves or a ew part1.cu ar W1. e- ange sectl.ons.
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The analytical expressions are not available in their paper. Their
results and the present solutions are compared in Fig., 8.
The same problem was also considered by Bruinette, McDonough,
Morris and Fenves. (41,50,54) Most of the solutions considered the
effective depth of the web as the distance from the center of the
top flange to the center of th~ bottom flange. This approximation
was found to be in considerable error compared v7ith t he present
solution, especially for large flange thickness and large axial
force. (60)
2.3 Upper Bound Solution
According to the theorems of limit analysis) there is no
guarantee that the lower bound solution obtained in Art. 2.2 is
a true ultimate load. The result must still be confirmed from
the viewpoint of the upper bound theorem.
The upper bound theorem of limit analysis states that:
"The load computed on the basis of an assumed plastic
velocity field by equating the external to internal
rate of work for such a field will give an upper bound
solution for t11e collapse or limit load".
Figure 9 shows the axial strain rate distribution on each
of the flanges and the web. The assumption made is that the 'plane
cross section for each plate element remains plane after deformation.
Each are. assumed to behave independently and to exert no restraint
upon one another, except for the compatibility conditions at the
junction of the flange and the web. Strain rate distribution across
the section can be specified completely by six variables (generalized
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stra'ins): Three curvature rates (K
t
, K
w
and Kb ) and-three strain
rates at the centroid of each plate (€t' €w and .E: b ). Here, the
Bubscripts t, ~ and b denote, respectively, the top flange, the web
and the bottom flange. These six variables are not completely
independent. They must satisfy the compatibility conditions (see
Fig. 9)
€t :::: e +~Kw \ 2 w
\
€b" e
h •
-K
w 2 w
(2 .11)
(2 •12)
where h is the distance from the center of the top flange to the
center of the bottom flange.
The rate of energy dissipation for the voluIIle is computed
from
w.
1.
(2 •13)
.,
where € is the rate of strain at any point on the section. Because
the length is one unit, dv can p€ replaced by dA.
Considering the web first, the strain rate € is given by
e ::: (y :- Y1) ~
where
€
=
w
Y1 .K
w
which is the distance from the point of zero strain rate to the
center of the web (see Fig. 9).
(2.14 )
(2 • 15)
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Similar expressions of the strain rate for· the flanges
can be derived. These expressions can be substituted in Eq. (2.13)
and integrated. The following rate of internal energy dissipation
is obtained:
~ 2]w·
K
t
t [~2 ~ H € 2 ~w2]W+(1 + ("2' - -.)y Kw Kb
+ cry W [
t} € 2(h .
+ i
W
]K4 w
w
(2.16)
The first and second terms are the contributions due
to the top and bottom flanges; the third term is due to the web.
The rate of external work is given by
.
+ (P € + M K)
w w w w
(2.17)
where the generalized stresses M
t
, M
w
' ·Mb' Pt , Pw and Ph correspond
to the ge~~ralized strains "Shown in Fig. 9.
The terms ,in the parenthesis in Eq. (2.17) are the contri-
~ butions due, respectively, to the top flange, the bottom flange and
the web. The axial forces Pt'Pb and Pw and bending moments Mt,Mb and Mw
for each plate are
M as follo\-ls:y
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related to the total stress resultants P, M and
x
p
M
x
M
Y
=
=
(2.18a)
(2.18b)
(2 .l8c)
Using the above relationships and the compatibility conditioris in
Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), Eq. (2.17) can be rewritten as:
(2.19)
The upper bound solution is obtained' by equating the total
rate of work done by the external forces to the total rate of internal
energy dissipation. That is
or
l~ ::: W.
e ~
(2.20)
= cr
y
+
+ (2 .21)
In order to derive an upper bound ~olution for the inter-
action equation, arbitrary values of strain rates and curvature rates
can be assumed. However, each different deformation pattern assumed
may result in a different set of stress resultant over the wide-flange
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section and, hence, will corre~pond to a different stress boundary
value solution. For simplicity it is assumed that the curvature
rates for the top and bottom flanges are the same and are equal to
Thus, Eq. (2. 21) reduce"s to
(2. 22)
=
+ cr wy (2.23)
If the following data are given or assumed, the upper
bound value of P can be computed directly from Eq. (2.23):
1. Wide-flange section (b, h, t, w)
2. Yield stress of the material (a )y
3. Velocity field (e , K ,iz°f) and
w w
. 4. Bending moments (M , M ).
x y
According to the upper bound theorem of limit analysis,
the best choice of the deformation pattern (or velocity field)
c~rresponds to the minimum value of the axial force P. The best
upper bound for the load P in Eq. (2.23) is found by minimizing P
with respect to the variables €w' K
w
and Kf .
Recalling that the right-hand side of Eq. (2.23) is the
rate of dissipation W, (which is the function of € ,i<. and Kf ) ,.1 W W
the axial force P can be written in the form.
1p =-.
E;
w
( • - M i<w.
1 X W
- M K)Y f
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(2.24 )
.
The function P (e , K , Kf ) has a minimum value when itsw w
to e , . and Kf vanish. That is,derivatives with r-€spect Kw w
oP 1 [ oW_ l . My Kf )]1 (w.· -oe ;: 0 € de € M K1 X W
W W W W
1 [ ow. 11 - P- -.- O€;€w W
.
oP 1 [ ow. ]= 0 1 M. € . oK xoK, w
w w
.
oP 1 [ oW_ - My ]1= 0=-..
€ OKfoKf w
(2.25a)
(2.25b)
(2.25c)
The valu-e of € is finite rather than infinite so the
w
terms inside the bracket must be zero. Thus, the required conditions
'for the smallest upper bound of Pare:
0'0_
p = 1OE:
w
.
oW_
M 1=
X
. oK
w
oW_
M = 1
Y .oKf
(2.26a)
(2.26b)
. (2.26c)
These conditions also hold if, either M or M are selected.
x y
as a function of ~ ,K and Kf . -W 1,'1
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With dimensionless quantities defined in·Eqs. (2.6) and
A3 defined as the ratio of the curvature rate of the web to the
curvature rate of the flange
(2 .27)
(2.28a)
(2.28b)
(2.28c)
(2.30)
The results of upper bound' solutions for other cases cor-
responding to the lower bound ones are ·also given in Table 1. As can
be seen. from the table, the difference between the two solutions
is the value of n3 , which differs only by t
3 /4. This difference
is small if the thickness of the flange is small.
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Tables 2 and 3 are the comparisons of the numerical results
from both solutions for the W12x31 and W14x426 sections (for p = 0.2).
Only slight differences were observed. Of interest is the values of
the lower bound solutions that are slightly higher than those of
the u.pper bound solutions.' This 'occurs because of the assumption
made in the upper bound solution that the section is thin and the
strain rate was computed using the average value at the middle
plane of the thickne ss. In ,other words, the neutral axis was
assumed to pass perpendicularly to the flange plates as well as to
the web, which is the main distinction between the two solutions.
2.4 Summary
Limit analysis is applied to obtain interaction equations
for a wide-flange section under combined biaxial bending anq axial
force. Agreement between the present solution and the existing
solution is observed. The difference between the lower bound and
upper bound solutions is found to be small and it can be concluded
that both are "exact".
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3 ~ GENERALIZED STRESS-STRAIN HEIATIONSH.IPS
3.1 Introduction
In structural engineering problems~ the choice of generalized
stresses for a given problem is not unique ..For a biaxially loaded
column, the appropriate set of generalized stresses are bending
moments M and M , and axial force P. The corresponding se~ of
x y
generalized strains are bending curvatures ~ and ~ and axial
x y
strain~ €. These generalized stresses and strains are shown in
o
Fig. 10 in the positive direction. For convenience; the following
vectors of force and deformation are defined.
- M
x
{f} = M
Y
- p
(3.1)
r~x
{X} . :::: <p (3.2)
. y
€
0
This chapter formulates the relationship of generalized
stresses [f) and generalized strains [xl based on the given stress-
strain relationships. In the plastic range, the generalized strains
cannot be uniquely determined by the generalized stresses but depend
on the whole history of loading. This is because the plastic strain
is an irreversible process.
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However, it is possible to establish the linear relation-
.
ship be DoJeen the genera-ltzed stress increments (f} and the generalized
strain increments (~), provided that the existing state of stress
and strain is 1<.no'\vn. This re lationship is introduced i.nto the
tangent stiffness matrix which is derived in the next section. Once
this relationship is established, it is quite easy to find the
correspondin.g path of generalized strains {X} for a given path of
generalized stresses {f}.
The problem of generalized stress-strain relationships
is of fundamental importance for' further development of stability
theory. Without.a thorough understanding of this basic relationship,
the solution of the stability of biaxially loaded columns cannot be
achieved.
In the present work, the elastic unloading of yielded
fibers will be ignored. That is, the plastic strain is recoverable.
The error from this assumption can be minimized if the load is
monotonous increased. This discussion will be limited to the wide-
flange section. Although the material is assumed to be elastic-
perfectly plastic as shown in Fig. 3, the method developed herein
can be applied to include strain-hardening without much change.
3.2 Matllematical Formulation
Consider the partially yielded cross-section in Fig. 11.
Equilibrium is satisfied when the external forces are equal to the
internal forces. This results in the following relationship bet\veen
the generalized stresses and the stress 0.
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M == f a y dAx
M ::::: -f a X dA
Y
P ::= -s (} dA
(3.3a)
(3 .3 b)
(3.3c)
The sign for stress a is positive when it, is tension.
The stress-strain relationship for an elastic-perfectly
plastic material can be written in a mathematical form as:
E € (Ie I < € )
Y
(3.4)
where € is the yield strain. This expres8~on does not take intoy
consideration the irreversible natcire of plastic strain.
It is assumed that the plane section for each of the
thin-walled plates remains plane after deformation; however, the
whole cross .... section is allowed to v7arp(l TIlliS, the strain 8 at a
point in the cross-section can be expressed in a linear 'form as
follows:
€ - - y ~ - x ~ + € + € + €
X y! '0 wa r (3.5)
Here, the tensile strain is assumed to be positive. All the normal
strains, including the warping and residual strains € and € are
wa r
included. The negative signs in the first two terms of the equation
indicate that the positive bending curvatures ~ and~· produce
x y
compressive strains in the first quadrant of the x and y coordinate
systenl.
'.
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If the values Df § , ~ , eo' € and € a~e given, the
x y wa r
strain at any point in the section can be evaluated, Consequently,
the stress di.stribution and-, the generalized stresses are easily
determined.
Because of the penetration of yielding and the moving of
the elastic-plastic interface, the direct relationship between
generalized stresses and generalized strains is nonlinear and
\
difficult to obtain. An alternative method is to relate the incre-
ment of generalized stresses- to the increment of generalized
strains... The forluulati.ol1_ of this type of problem requires a know ...
ledge of the existing equilibrium state of stress and strain.
The problem can be stated as follows: Given the current
generalized strain (X} and generalized stress (f), it is then desired
to find the relationship between the rate of change, of generalized
~ t j •
.
strain (~} and the rate of change of generalized stres~ (f}.
The advantage of considering the rate of change of the
quantities is that, at any instantaneous time, the coefficients of
the equations can be assumed constant, Thus, the resulting equations
will be linear.
The rate equations of equilibrium are:
M
x
· Jay dA
M =.~J ; x dAy
P = -J GdA
(3,6a)
(3. 6b)
(3. 6c)
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The rate of change of stress is given by
EE: ( leI < € )
Y
cr =
0 ( IE: I ~ € )
Y
The strain rate equation is
(3.7)
.
x <Jj , .. € +" e + E:y 0 wa r (3.8)
After' the cooling process for a rolled or welded built-
up section, the residual strain e is independent of time; thus
r
.
E:
r
= o (3.9)
Eq.ua t ion (3. 8) rerduce s to
.
- y ~ - x ~ + € + €
X Y 0 wa
Consider the rate of change of warping strain € The
wa
stress resultants derived from this strain must be zero.
(3. 10)
M J (T y dA = J Ee y dA 0 (3.11a)x wa ,wa
~I : J 0- x dA :::: J Ee x dA :::: 0 (3.11b)y ,va wa \/
P: J . dA J Ee dA 0 (3. lIe)0' =wa wa
This is due to the fact that warping stresses are produced by self-
equilibrating force.
Combination of Eqs. (3.6), (3.7) and (3.10) with
Eqs. (3.11) gives a set of simultaneous linear equations which
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call be written in matrix form as fol1o~vs :
·
-·M Q11 Q12 Q13 Cl?x x
·
.~M :::; QZ1 Q22 Q23y y
·
-p Q31 Q32 Q33 €0
,\There Q.. is defined as
~J
SE 2 dAQ11 y \
'\
Q22 ::: SE x2 dA
Q33 :::: SE .dA
Q12 Q21 - SE x y. dA
Q13
:::; Q31 = -S E Y dA
QZ3. = Q32 ::; -S E x dA
Equation (3.12) can be rewritten as
[i} = [Q] [X} .
(3.12)
(3.13a)
(3.13b)'
(3.13c)
(3.13d)
(3.13£)
(3.14 )
The matrix [Q], whose elements are given by Eqs. (3.13),
is defined as the tangent stiffness matrix since it represents the
tangent of the force-deformation curve as well as the stiffness of
the cross-section.
If the section is elastic and x and yare the principal
axes, the following equations are obtained:
= EI'
x
= EI
Y
(3.15a)
(3.15b)
curve"
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Q33 ::=: E'A (3.15c)
Q.. :::: 0 (i =f j) (3.15d)1J
Since the quantities Q.. are constants throughout the elastic r~nge,
1J
the dot can be deleted from Eq. (3.12) if the problem is elastic.
For the partially yielded section (Fig. 11), Eq. (3.l5d)
no longer holds~ In general, none of the elements of the tangent
\
stiffness matrix will be zero, exc~pt when the section is completely
yielded. Unlike the elastic problems, the matrix [Q] of the
yielded section is a function of the current'state of stress and
strain as well as the properties of the material and the cross-
section. For all e,lastic ..·perfectly plastic lnaterial, the value
of E is zero in the yielded zone e Therefore, only the area of the
elastic core will contribute to the integration in Eqs. (3.13).
This implies that further increment of external forces is resist~d
by the remaining elastic area of the section.
If the material "is other than elastic-perfectly plast~c,
the value of E in Eq. (3.13) must be replaced by the tangent modulus
E .
t
The convergent scheme of the method is illust~ated graphically
in Fig. 12. The curve OABC in the figure is the true force-deformation
Let (fA} and (XA} be any existing vectors in state
"All in which equilibrium is satisfied. It is now desired to compute
the deformation in state "B" in "Hhich the prescribed force is (f
B
}.
The increment of force at "A" is
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(3 . 16)
The matrix [QA]' corresponding to (XA}, can be determined
from Eq. (3.13). This matrix is equivalent to 'the slope at point
"A" on the curve. With the increment of external force [fA}, the
increment of deformations is obtained from
(3.17)
[QAJ- 1 ]where is the inverse of the matrix [QA .
This is an approximate solution, because [QAJ is cal-
culated before the increment occurs. This matrix alters slightly
as the elastic-plastic boundary moves during the increment of defor-
mation. Nevertheless, the equation gives a good prediction of the
increment of deformation, provided that the increment of external
force is small. Th~ first estimated deformation is given by the
sum of (XA} and the incremental deformation predicted from Eq. (3.17)
(3. 18)
This deformation gives rise to internal force (f l } which is not in
equilibrium with the external force [fB}. The first unbalanced
.
force {fl} is co~uted from
- {f,}
1 (3. 19)
The next step is to find a correction vector [Xl} which
will be added to [Xl} in order to eliminate the unbalanced force.
This correction vector is obtained from:
(3.20)
..·1
where [Q1J is the inverse of the new tangent stiffness matrix
[Q1J corresponding to the state [f1} and [Xl}.
The process is repeated until the unbalanced force becomes
zero or is within a tolerant limit.
If the increment of force is small, the first estimate of
the increment of deformation from Eq. (3.17) is quite accurate,
and the subsequent correction will be unnecessa~y. Even with a
large incremental force) the solution will generally converge wi thin
just a fe\v cycles of iteration. The unbalanced force resulting
from eacll iterative cycle is always sn1al1er than the previous one
and they diminish rapidly.
With increasing external forces the plastic region spreads
into the elastic core of'the section c The values of the elements
of the tangent stiffness matrix will also gradually decrease. This
means that the section is being softened and results in a faster
rate of increase in deformation. Finally, as the external force
approaches the limiting value, the matrix [Q] will be singular~
At this point, the deformation is excessively large and the solution
is difficult to obtain c The direct methods used to determine this
limiting value have already been discussed in the limit analysis
in Chapter 2 Q
The important development· in this section is. the establish-
ment of the linear relationship between the increment of force and
deformation in Eq. (3.12) making use of a strength of material
method. The linear force-deformation relations can also be derived
by applying Taylorls theorem. This method is given in Appendix 1.
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In previous derivations, both t11e residual and ",,\Tarping
strains do not appear in the rate equations. However, their
existence in Eq. (365) has an important influence on the tangent
stiffness matrix.
When the section is free of external forces the resultant
forces due to the sum of residual stresses over the whole cross-
section must be zeroo For a hot-rolled \vide-flange _section, the
residual stress patterri can be closely idealized as shmvil in Fig.
13. With the symmetrical distribution of residual stresses, the
equilibrium conditions for bending moments are automatically satisfied.
The equilibrium of axial force requires that
a
rc
With x and y as the principal axes of the section, the
residual stress at a point on the flanges or the web can be expressed
as:
Flanges:
\veb:
G ~ G - (G + G ) 2 Ixl
r rt rt rc b
0" -~ a
r rt (3.2.2b)
Thus, the residual strain is obtained by dividing the
stress by Young's modulus E.
The 'warping strain of al1 elastic thin-~lallec1 section is
given by:
E;
wa
ill ~fI
n
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where (J) is the norn1alized unit warping and ~1t is tp.e second deriva-
n
tive of the twisting angle <S) with respect to z.
Equation (3.23) has been derived elsewhere and can be
found in a number of references. (10,11,61) The rate equation of
warping strains is:
e
wa OJ S"n (3.24)
The normalized unit ~arping is sketched in Fig. 14 for
a wide-flange shape. The warping strain for each of the thin-plates
can be written as follows:
Top flange: E: ::: (d- t) x S"wa 2
Bottom flange: E; = - Ji.- t)n X ~fl
wa 2
·Web:
€
::: 0
wa
(3.25a)
(3.25b)
·(3.25c)
Eqs. (3.25) are derived from the assumption that the section is com-
pletely elastic. It will also be assumed that the equations are
valid in the inelastic range.
There is a similar feature between the residual and warping
stresses. Both are induced from the self-equilibrating forces and
therefore should not affect the limiting values of forces. However,
the earlier yielding due to these stresses has an effect on the
elastic-plastic behavior of the cross-section.
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3.4 Inclusion of Twisting Monlents
Up to the present, only the normal stresses have been taken
into account, since the shear stresses are considered to be of second
order effect. This may not be true if the column is also subjected
to externally applied twisting moment. To include shear stresses
nlakes 'tIle prob 1em extreme ly d ifficul t. However, neg lee tillg shear
stresses will generally result in an unsafe solution. This study
considers only the shear stresdes that result from the 'twisting
Incment.
The internal twisting mOlnent of a thin-~valled open section
is composed of the St. Venant torsion, warping torsion and the
torsion caused by' the horizontal component of the inclined normal
stresses.
M
z
=
= GK
T
S I - E I
w
Sf I I + K S I (3.26)
is the St. Venaht torsional rigidity, EI is the warping
0)
torsional rigidity and K is defined as
K ==
'2S(J a dA (3. 27)
where a is the distance from a point o~ the cross .section to the
shear center.
The shear flow due to the St. Venant torsion is illustrated
in Fig. 15. Figure 16 shows the shear flow in the flange plate due
to the warping torsion. The magnitude of the shear stress at. a
point on the cross-section has been derived and given elsewhere. (10,61)
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It is assurnec1 tha t the shear distribution is not affected by the
yielding~ TI1C yield point, under the combined shear and normal
stres'ses, i.s governed by von Mises yield criterion which states
(3 .28)
This condition must be considered in Section 3.2.
In this study, the shear deformation due to torsion is
neglected, since the met110d is restricted to small twisting monlents.
Although it is realized that such approach is not exact from the
basis or continulll mechanics, it provides the first appro}r~imate
solution to this type of problem.
3G5 Numerical Studies
Based upon the ~quations formulated, a computer program
was developed to provide numerical results, since a closed form
solution was not possiblee The elements of the tangent stiffness
matrix in Eqs. (3.13) must be evaluated nun1e-rically. This can be
accomplished by dividing the cross-section into finite elements as
shown in Fig. 17. Each of the flanges or the web contains m~n elements.
The numbers have been selected for m = odd (m can be as small as one)
and n = even. The strain, stress and the coordinates of each element
are c_omputedfrom the average value at its centroid.
The iterative procedure on which the program is based will
now be described (see flow chart in Fig. 18):
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l~ After reading the input data, the cross-sectional
properties and the coordinates of each elemental
area are determined. If residual stresses or shear
stresses due to torque or normal warping strains
exist, they will be generated by the computer. Each
initial'·variable of forces and defonnations is set
to zero e
2. Assuming an increment of external forces [f}, the
corresponding increment of deformations tX} is com-
puted. The external forces {f} are revised,
3. Revise the deformation vector (X). If the computed
.
unbalanced forces [f} are sufficiently small, the pro-
'gram will be transferred to step (5), Otherwise,
control pr'oceeds' to step (4).
4. Test the nUll1ber of iterati.ve cycles. The progralu
will be terminated if it is too large. Otherwise
the unbalanced forces (f) and the correction vector
(x] will be computed. Control then returns to
step (3).
5. Print the solution. Tes,t to deterrrrine tl-le determinant
of the tangent stiffness matrix [QJ. If it is too
sma~l, the program will be terminated. Control other-
wise returns to step (2) for a new iteration.
The steps outlined above have led to a very rapid conver-
gence. In most cases the correction for the unbalanced forces will
be unnecessary since the solution converges within one cycle.
· In COITlpLltational step (2), the increlnent of axial force
is- applied fil~8t. Th.e 1.11Creluent. cantin'nes tlntil the axial force'
reaches the required value, Then it is'maintained constant ~nd the
bending moment about the x-axis is slrnqly increased until it attains
the required magnitude~ Finally, keeping the axial force and the
bending moment about the x~axis constant, the bending moment about
the y-axis is gradually applied until the cross-section is entirely
plastic. It should be realized that the cross-section may have
reaclled the plastic state prior to the application of M or JYl •Y x
The computational procedure described above has been
progran1ll1ed for the CDC 6400 computer o fThe cross-sectional problem
tabulated in Table 4 can be divided into seven groups of studies
from Cl to e7, The solutions which are shown graphically from Figs&
19 to 25 were all drawn by the computer~ These curves are not
smooth, but have a slight jagged appearance because the moving
of the plotter is in succession of horizontal and vertical steps
of 0.01 inches~ . All the values are nondimensionalized and the
section used in this study is Wax31.
The moment-curvature curves for uniaxial bending case
were studied in problems Cl and C2 (Figs. 19 and 20) for strong
and \veal<. axis bending respective ly. The results are in agreelnent
with those obtained by other method. (62)
Problem C3 (Fig. 21) was run for the biaxial bending case$
The axial force was maintained constant at 0.3 P. The figure
y
shows the moment-curvature relationships for weak axis bending
;~ (m - 0 ) for various values of m •
Y. Y x
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Studies of the influence of the residual stress and the
normal warping stresS were made in Problems C4 and CS (Figs~ 22 and
23). As can be seen, the presence of the residual stress and the
normal warping stress has an effect on the elastic-plastic behavior
of the filoment-curvature curve. Ho\vever, t11e limiting values are
unaffected by these stresses.
The modified moment-curvature curves, including shear
stresses due to the St. Venan~ and the warping torsions, were
studied in problems C6 and C7 (Figse 24 and 25). Evidently,
the inclusion of twisting moment results in the change of the
moment-curvature curves. It should be mentioned that, unlike axial
force and bending moments, the values of t1;·visting lnOmel1.ts in these
plots were nondinlensionalized by dividing tIle twisting moment by
the moment causing first yield. This study is limited to the case
s wfor m ~ 1 and m ~ 1. It is believed that large errors would be
z z
s w
expected for the case ffi\ > 1 and m > 1.
z z
Notice that all the curves plotted in Figs. 19 to 25
have only one characteristic; they asympototically approach the
limiting value as the curvatures tend to infinitye
Despite a number of solutions of the column obtained}
the moment-curvature curves of biaxial. bending problems for a wide-
flange shape have not yet been presented in the literature. There-
fore, the comparison is not available at the present moment. ~However,
the accuracy of the solution can be checked by comparing the limiting
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values \vi.th the l1 ex.a c. t" interactiorl CUr\7e obtained in the previous
chapter ~,
Tile c1arl< dots shown in Fig. 26 are t11e limiting values
from the elastic~plastic analysis. The upper solid line is the
"exact" yield curve. In ad4ition, the theoretical line for tIle
initial yielding which separates the elastic and the partially plastic
zones is also plotted in this figure. The cir~les which are slightly
off froll1 the theoretical curve are the sollltions from the nuraerical
analysis. This discrepancy results from the numerical method which
assumes that yielding is initiated at the centroid of the tipped
element rather than at its outside corner~ It is i~portant to
note that the area of the e lastic ... plastic ZOl1.e is uluch larger than
the elastic one. This indicates ,that there is a considerable amount
of reserved column strength beyond the elastic limits
The 10\ve1." bOUll.d interactio11 curves for the Wl2.x79 section
which includes the St. Venant and the warping torsions are presented
in Fig. 27 and 28.
for all curvess
The axial force was held constant at Oe3 P
y
3.6 Summary
The elastic-plastic behavior of the cross-section has
been examined in this chapter. It has been shrn~n that formulating
the equations from the viewpoint of the rate of change, this leads
to the linear relationship bebveen forces and deformations. The
tangent stiffness matrix developed has been used to predict the
incremental deformations and to estimate the correction vector for
the unbalanced forces. This method is extremely powerful and
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efficient for computer solution. The influence of residual stresses
and normal warping stresses has also been investigated. The modified
moment-curvature curve has been proposed to include shear stresses
due to torsion.
4. STABILITY ANALYSIS
, Ll-.l Introc1l1ction
The inelastic stability of biaxially loaded columns is
extremely complex due to the nonlinearity of the material and
geometry. Problems of this type are best solved by utilizin~ the
incremental approach.
It has been the purpose of the present study to develop
a general method of analysis so that a variety of p~oblems can be
covered~ The method should have the capability of taking into
account material yielding, residual stress, end warping restraint,
end b~nding restraint, inittaJ iInperfectiotl and externally applied
t\visting fil0ment.
The important aspect of the development is to establish
the influence coefficients which relate the increment of forces
to tIle increnlen t of de fornlatio11S (, TIle matrix of influence co·...
efficients whicll is also called the tangent stiffness Iuatrix, varies
from time to time depending upon the penetration of yielding across
the section, the magnitude of external loads and the displacements
of the column. Due to the continuing change of the yielded pattern
on the cross-section and geometric shape of the column, the influence
coefficients of the matrix must be revised at each increment of
load or during each cycle of iteration. Successive correction~ are
made llntil the equilibrium condition bet\veen tIle interna,l and external
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forces is satisfied. Such an approach has also been used for other
1 1 .... £ 1 · d' 1 · (63 - 66)non inear prO)lC~lll.S 0- e ast~c an ~ne astl.C structures •
. The linear relations11ip bet\veen t11e tncrernents of
generalized stresses and generalized strains developed in the pre-
vious chapter is of great i~portance and makes the derivation in
this chapter rather simpl~.
In the present investigation) the problems are limited
to the case of sYlnrnetrical loadil1g. The extensiOll to the unsynmletrical
case is straightfolward and need only little modification~
Further assumptions, in addition to the ones previously
made in Chapter 3> are
1. The co lUlllil: is a 'prismatic n1embe r •
2. All external forces are acting at the ends of the
coillmn.
3. There will be no local bl1c.lcling failure to
4. Slopes of the column are sufficiently small so that
the curvatures can be ~pproximated by
C£ ~ un
y
(The prime is used to denote differentiation with
respect to z).
5. The rotation of the column is small so that
cos ~
sin S
1
s
60 'The products of t11e quantities U ~, V -~, U" {3,
V" ~, TJ U'I , U VII, etc. are not negligible.
7. The initial imperfection is assumed to be a sine
function
u.
1
- U. sin
l.rn
TIz
L
v. V. sin TIZ=
1. lnl L
\.
S. Sinl
\
sin TTz=
1. 1..1
8. Bending restraint can be provided at the column ends
but hvisting restraint will not be considered.
4.3 Mathematical- Derivation
Consider the biaxially loaded column shown in Fig4 29.
TIle re....ference axes x, y and ,z are a right-hand rectangular co ....
ordinate system and are stationary in space. The z~axis is directed
along the column length and passes through the centroid of the cross-
.
~ection at both ends of the column o The~, ~ and C axes are a local
coordinate system in which the Caxis is tangential to the center
line of the deflected column. The S.and ~ axes are taken as the
princtpal' axeS of the cross-section.
Figure 30 shows the cross-section of the wide-flange shape
which is initially deflected by U. and V., and Dvisted by ~ .• Under
1 - 1. 1
the application of the load, the shear center vlill move to a new
location defined by U ,V and ~ in which
c c c
U ~U-I"U
c i (4.1a)
V :=: V~-I-V
C 1
(L~ e lb)
~c (4e Ie)
where U and V are the additional deflections and S is an additional
bvisting angle relative to the in.itial position o For a doubly
syoln1etric section such as a \vide-flange shape, the elastic shear
center coincides with the centroid of the sectioil o The shifting
-\
0.£ the shear center due to yielding of the cross-section \vill il9t
be considered in the present study.
Since the rotation and the slope of the column are assulned
to be sInall, tl1e vector of force can be transfornled froIn Oile coordinate
system to another' by using the direction cosines which relate the
bvo systems as follows:
x
y
1 -f3 u'
c c
~c 1 VIC
_V r
-V' 1
c c
11
453.1 External Forces
In consideration of the biaxially restrained column in
Fig. 31, cOlnpatibility requires that the colulun ends and the attached
springs, which fornish the bending restraint, will rotate through
the same angle. Equilibrium at the joint requires that:
M = M ~t- M (4.3a)
ox ex rx
M
-
M + M (4.3b)
oy cy ry
M :::: 11 (4.3c)
oz cz
are given by:
where M ,M and M are the externally applied moments, M ,
ox oy 02 ex
M and M are the moments acting ~t the column ends, and M and
cy cz rx
M are the restrained moment from rotational springs o No twisting
ry
restraint will be considered~
Because of symmetri~al loading, the reactions Rand R
x y
must be zero D TIle external bending and twisting monlents '-lith
respect to the reference coordinates at any section of the column
\
'(
\
M ::;;; M. + P V (4~4a)
x(ext) ex c
M - l-1 P U (4.~I.b )y(ext) cy c
M = M (L} ~ 4.c)
z (ext) cz
These external moments can be transformed into local
coordinates by using the transformat.ion matrix frQln Eq u (Ll.• 2) 0
~ (ext) =
1'1 +PV
ex c
M P U
cy c (M + P V ) Qex c!Jc
l-1
ez
11
cz
U'
c
V'
c
Mr(ext) = M + (M + P V ) Dr +.(M - P U ) V'~ cz cx c c cy c c (t~. 5c)
Notice that tIle torque resul ted from the component P Ur and P V I
C C
about tIle shear center is ze'ro since the shear center coincides with
the centroid of the section.
In accordance with the assumption of small slope, the
axial force in the direction of the C-axis can be approximated by
p =: p
, (ext) (L~ t 6 )
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4.3.2 Internal Forces
A. Elastic Rang~
For t11e elastic case, the follo'\.ving equation possesses
the most general form of the moment-thrust-curvature rel~tionship,
as derived in Chapter 3:
MI1 (int) S"
€
a
(4.7)
\vhere 'nil and sll are the curvatures referring to the local coordil1ates
and Q.. is redefined as
1J .
Q11 = JE 'n 2 dA (4.8a)
Q22 :::: JE S2 dA '(4.8b)
Q33 JE dA (4. 8e)
Q12
:::: Q21 .- J E S 11 c1A ·(4.8d)
Q13 ::::: Q31
=::
-\f E 'n dA (L~. 8e)
Q23 ::::: Q32
_.
-J E S dA (4~ 8f)
Note that in'the above equations S and ~ are not necessarily prill-
cipal axes and' is not necessarily the centroidal axis.
Let the following vectors be defined:
.-MS(int)
[If} (int) =: M,~ (int)
[5} == S"
E;
o
VfI
V"
E;
o
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(L~.11)
other by
From Fig. 32 vectors (5} and to} are related to each
[T] [o} (L~. 12)
\\There .
1
-s 0
c
[T] :::: Sc 1 0
0 0 1
which is a transformation matrix.
Equation (4.7) can be expressed as
[F}(int) = [Q] [5}
:=; [Q] [T] Co}
= [H] (o}
in which
[H] = [Q] [T]
(Lt-. 13)
(4.15)
or
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[H] (?~. 16)
The internal bvisting moment is given by:
= (4.17)
By equating the external forces (Eqs, 4.5 and 4.6) to
the internal forces (Eqs. 4.14 and 4.17), there results i set of
four simultaneous, nonlinear, nonhomogeneous, differential equations
wit11 the four unl<nown variables U, V, € and S. The exact solution
o
for taese equations was not attempted~
It is interesting to point out the difference between
t11e pre sent derivation and that obtained by Good ier. The present
formulation has included the transformation of the bending curvatures
(Eq, 4.12) and the terms involving the products of deformations.
For an elastic colulun, Eq. (LI·.14) for the bendil1g moments yields:
M = - E I 11" --,.,. E I (V" - S Ull)
s(int) S ~ c (L~. 18a)
Mil (int) ::: EI s"11 E I (U"+ ~ V")11 c (L~. I8b)
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Goodier haG sirnplifiec1 these equations by assuming that
EI Vn
, S
EI UtI11
'(4.19a)
(4.19b)
This simplification (Equ 4.l9a) is not justifiable for
a large twisting angle. This is due to the fact that a wide-flange
section is rather \veak about the y-axis in cornparison with tIle
x-axis and generally VII « Un. Therefore the assu111ption for
VII» ~ Uti may not be true 0
c
Goodier's approximate equations have been.so~ved by many
· · (16-21) h 1· b d b 1 (16)l.nvest1.gators. rr e exact so 1.ltJ.on \vas a taiI18 y Cll ver.
The solution which includes the nonlinear terms was first obtained
in Rei g 22 0 Comparison of solutions from Goodier's theory and
the present refined tl1eory \\Till be giv'en in the nun1erical studies.
As was sho\vn previously in Chapter 3) 'when. yielding takes
place, it is more convenient to work with the rate of change of the
quantities. The generalized stress incren~nt is related to the
generalized strain increment by
.
{F)(int)
.
[Q] {5} (L~. 20)
After differentiation, Eq. (4.12) becomes
.
(5) = .[TJ [5} + [T] {5} (4·.21)
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Therefore
. ..
{F} _. [ Q] [ TJ {o} -1- [Q ] [ T] (6 }(illt)
.
= [H] (6) + [H].[6}
in which [rr] is defined by Eq. (4.16) and
Q12 -Q11 0
[H] - S .Q22 -Q21 0\
Q32 ...Q 0. 31
Notice that the fo11m~ing condition has been used o
(4.22)
(4-. 2Lt-)
This results from the fact that the initial twisting of the column
is a ~ime-independent function~ Therefore
II
S·l o (4.25)
Equation (4~22) can also be dbtained by differentiating
Eqo (4 0 14). Equation (4.22) can be written in an expanded form
as:
.
MS(int) --. - H11 V"- H12 U"- H13 E: (Q12 V
II
- Q11 U") ~ (4.. 26a)0
M.n (int) - - HZ1 V"+ H D"+ H E: + (QZ2 V"- Q U") S (4.26b)22 23 a 21
P, (int) = - H31 Vl1 - ·H U"- H33 € (Q V"- Q Uti) ~ (L~. 26c)32 0 32 31
, Froin Eq. (Lt- .. 17), the rate of change of intern.al twisting
mornent is:
l l he Stll \lenallJ: torsional r~gidity GRr is lJnaltered by the yielding of
the cross .. sccti.on" (67 ~68) The l'1arping torsional rigidity E1 is assumed
. .,w
to be directly proportional to the ratio of the remaining elastic area
to the total area of the section e
Knowing the rate of ~11ange of internal force in the preceding
section, the next step is to determine the rate of change of external
forces.
In order to achieve a workable solution to the problem,
certain simp lifications nlust' be made (; For convenience, the equations
at the midspan of the column 'viII be considered. Dll€ to the symtuetry
of loads, the slopes at midspan are zero e
U
em
f
V ..- 0
Cln
(4.27)
. The add it i 011a1 sub s c rip t II rn" den 0 te s 1:118 rn ids pall 0 f t 11e colt.unn. ~
Thus, Eq. (/"115) reduces to
Ms(ext') = M + P V + (M ~ P U ) 9ex em cy em I~cm
'<ext) '" Mcy p Uem (11 ~t- P V ) Qex em t--J CTI1 (q.. 28b)
M = 1'1
'(ext) cz
The column under study is supposed to be twisted by M prior.
cz
to the application of the axial force and the bending rnDment o ' Equation
(4 0 28c) has then already been sati~fied and it is necessary to replace
this equation by the rate of change of MC( )(With respect to z)OJ ext
at the mid-length.
MI :::; (}1 + P V ) IT'' + (M - P U ) VI'
'(ext) ex em em cy-cm c~
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The rate' equations of the external forces are now obtained
by differentiating Eqs'c (4.28), (4.6) and (4.29).
• p
M ::= M -~ P V -1- P V + (M - PU ) S
s(ext) ex em m cy em m'
+ (~ - p U - P ~) S
cy em m em
(L}.30a)
". .
.... (M + P V + P V
1U
)· 'S enl
ex CIn
\
\
~(ext) 1vley
" .PUP U (M~' P V ) ~
em . m . ex C.ill m
(4. 30b)
" (M .+ P V -t~ . .Mt ::: PV ) un + (}1 .+ P V ) utiC(ext) ex em TIl em ex em m
. "
I·
,- (M - P U - P U ) V" ..J- (11 - P U ) V"
cy ern ill em ' cy eln 111
Again the followin.g conditions have been used
.
U ...... U
ClU ra
. e
V :=: V
em ill
. .
~cm ~nl
because the initial defl~ctions are independent of time.
(4.31a)
(Li-.31d)
(It·~31c)
It is nor..1J l1.eCessary to express U , V
m' ~ and ~1fi1 ill. ternlSm m In
of uO VII and S" so that tIle resulting equations vJill be linearem' m In
This can be done by asSUrai.l1g the deflected shape of t118 colurnn as
the follrnving functions:
V Al sin TfZ + 4 AZ
z (1 ~) (4.32a)::: -L L L
sin TI~ + 4 BZ
z (1 z (4.32b)U ::: B1 - - -)L L L
and
~ Sm sin
TTZ (l~arping pernlitted) (LJ-.32c):::: L
or
~
Snl (1 2n~) (Warping restrained) (L:~ e 32d)::::: 2 - cos L
It: has b(~e n sh o"\\ln in Appendix 2 that at midspan
')
I1L~ V1l\7
in ~'l m
U L
2
V"_.,
m
'Y2 rn
1
2.
. L
·11Sm ~ - - (i1) S
'\(3 n1
. {.!} .Sill t ::::
- Y3 S"m L 1'1
(4.33a)
(4.-33c)
(L~ ~ 33d)
'\vh.ere Y
1
, Y 2 and y 3 are factors that depen,d on t11e boundary con-
ditions of the column,
(11 ;::: 0)
ex
(11 :/ 0)
ex
r 2 (M 0)
1
11
cy
YZ
::::
8 (M
cy =I 0)
{1 (\"arpi11g Ftree)Y3 _. 2 (Warpillg 'Fu.lly H.es trai11ed)
(4 . 3Lt·b)
By equating the rate of change of external forces in Eqs.
(4.30) to the rate of change of internal forces in Eqs. (4.26) and
, by using the relationships from Eqs. (4.33), the final equations,
after some manipulation, can be expressed in matrix form as:
.
[w} (4. 35 )
in which (0] is the rate of change of external force vector, (~) is
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t11e rate of Cbal1gf~ of deforlnation vecto~ and [R] is the tangent
stiffness fnat','ix of si2~e 4 x t+ 'which includes the instability eff(~ctf
- ]YI
ex
p V
ern
}1
-
p U .. (M --t- P V ) ~cmcy C1l1 'ex em·
.... p
1 L 2 [(i1 + t- (~-) p V ) U" -1- (M - P U
cm
) V" JY3 TT ex C111 ern cy em
(4 f 36)
f ~~u"ill
-1;: .
L n1
(L~f37)
__ ~ _~~ ~ ._ Y.~ .................. -....-.- __ . __ ~ ,~~ •... __ ." __, ---< ~~,.............." __ ~ _. _ .. _ +~r_~.~_~_·_·~
"\'
; 1 2 -
H13 :1; -- (~) [(Q12V" ." Q un)i Y3 n .. m 11 Tn
I! +(Mcy -P Ucm)J
.. __..__ ,_.._L,. ~~ .. ,. _.__ '------.--..-__ ~._., _. __ .' ~ ... . ._.__.....__ '.. '_ .. __ ..
r
2
L1112+ P (--) ~YZ enl
L2(---) ~
Vl enl
[R] ~~
l~qU~l.tion (4:,,35) is silnilar to Eqt (3~14) in. that botll
give the r(-~l\ltJ()nships bebveen the rate of change of the force
vector and tlle rate of challge of tIle deformation vector c The stiff-
ness matrix [R], accounting for the yielding and the instability
effect, can be interpreted as the tangent of the load-deformation
curve of the column. As can be seen from Eq. (4.38), the tangent
stiffness nlatrix [R] is the function of the follo\'Jing cl1.1antities:
1. Prope1~ties of tIle luaterial and cross<~section, E, G,
KT , k, ~I\ and Q.. (0 ,a ,M and a are includ~d~ 1J r wa cz y
in (~ .. ) ;lJ
Current external forces, P, M and M ;
ex . cy
Current displacements and deformations, U ,V
ern cln'
Q e un and V"·
t-l CU1 ' m' In m'
4~ Boundary conditions, Yl' YZ and Y3; and
5. Lengtrt of the C01Uffill L c
Notice that H.. is merely a function of Q.. and S as defined
1J J~J em
in Eq. (4016).
The procedure of solving stability problem is similar to
the lllethod suggested ill Chapter 3. For a given incren1e11t of forces,
tIle correspollding increment of deformations is calClllated by apptying
Eq. (4.35). Both of the increments are then superimposed with the
previous values before the, increments occur. Based on the new defor-
mations) the internal forces are evaluated and compared to the external
ones. If the differences are too large, a new tangent stiffness
matrix [R] will be determined from the latest deformations and
external forces~ l\.eplac.ing the incremental forces in Eqt (lJ.~36)
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by the unbalanced forces and substituting the revised matrix [R]
into the equation, the correction vector (b), which is defined
in tIle sanle ''lay as tIle iricremental c1eforlnation vector, can be
evaluated~ This correction vector is then added to the last pre-
dieted deformations and again the unbalanced forces are determined~
The iteration continues until the unbalanced forces diminish or are
srnall 'vi thin a tolerable li.lnit" In nlany cases, tIle solutioll conoq
verges within a few cycles;
computer solution~
This method is very suitable for the
'\
Usually it is convenient to start the computation from
the point where the column is free of the external forcese At the
begillll.ing, the c·olurun. rernains elastic, and therefore the slope of
the load-defor-illation curve 'XviII be steepest at tIlls point o Figure
33 shovvs the elastic and elastic'~pla8tic bellavior of columnse If
no yielding takes place, tile coluran will folIo,,\, the dashed ell.r·ve OED
\vhich is aSylllptotic to the elastic buckling load, rrhe buckling load
of elastic column can b~ defined as the load at which the slop~ of
the for~e deformation curves is zero, that is, when the increment
of deforluations does not give rise to the increlnent of forces 0
This can happen if the deformations are infinite~ Such a problem
is of only academic interest and seldom exists in the real situation
except for columns with extremely long lengths.
The true behavior of the column actually involves yielding
of the nlaterial. At point E, yielding begills in the colunm sectiol1\\
Further increments of the load result in a rapid increase of defor-
nlations~ The elastie-plastic column bellavior (curve EA.) '\\1ill
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deviate f:rolH thi::-) elastic COlUll1n curve (ED), As the load continues
to increa,~--:c iJ,ncl }:e;~iches point A, tllell a s'udden collapse rnay occur
if tIle colurnrt i.s subjected to the dead load~ This phenolnenoll can
be shown by the straight line AB in the figure. At A, there will
be no increment of external loads, that is
(Lt.• 39)
It should be noted that this condition also holds for the elastic
column when point"D approaches infinitYe
Hence, EqG (4t35) becomes homogeneous. In order that
nontr'ivial solutions exist, the determinant of tIle. rllatrix [R.J lUUSt
vanisl1II
"Tile buck.lilig criterioll 'defined abo've is valid fo1.~ ine lastic as \v811
as elastic colulnns Q lT11fortunately, urtlilce the elastic column) tIle
buckling load of tIle inelastic COltl11111 cannot be C01l1puted directly
from this condition because the coefficients of the matrix are also
fllnctio11 of the e:Kternal loads e l-Io\'lever, the ine lastic btlclcling
load can be obtained from a plot of. its load~deformation curve¢
There is, as yet, another load-deformition curve of the
column shown in Fige 33 as indicated by OEAC, The curve, consisting
of the ascending and descending portions, is usually observed for
columns loaded by a testing machine. The ascending portion is
the san18 as that obt,ained fronl tIle column under tl1e dead load. The
descending or unloading portion occurs due to excessive yielding of
t11e colurnn 8Ild sinll11ta11eOtlS drop of tl1e load in t11e raael1itle during
the teste Therefore, at a certain load level, there abqays exists
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t\vO equilibriuITI positions, stable and unstable ( At the apex of tIle
curve> the equilibrium is neutra16 This later type of load-deformation
curve is tIle priIllary objective of this study ¢
4.4 Numerical Studies
In general, the external loads acting on the column can
be separated into t1;vO types; proportional and nonproportional. Th,e
fornmlation of the equations in the last section is appli~able for
bot11 cases. rrwa different progJ:arns have been '~Jritten for the CDC
6400 computer 'to demonstrate the application of the proposed theory~
For the case of proportional loading, the externally applied
moments can be expressed as function of the axial force as follmvs:
.
M ~- P e
Ox y
M p e
oy x
(L~.• 41a)
where e and e are the eccentricities of the load P in the direction
:x y
of the x and y axes respectively.
The increment of bending moments acting on the column ends
are
. ~1 11. (4. LI2a)M
ex ox rx
.
M
-
M M (q·.42b)
ey oy ry
During the first cycle of the iteration, M
rx
.
and M
ry are
the unkno\vn q'nantities and, therefore, are assuITlec1 to be zero, Thus
Eq, (/+,36) becomes
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e
- V - (e - U ) Scmy em x ern
e U -t~ (e - V, ) ~cm. x em' y em(w} ::::::: p (L}. 43)
-
1
1 (~) 2 [(_
-f- V ) U" + (e - D
em
) V" ]
Y3
e
TI y em em x eln
which is a function of the increment of axial force p~ By assuming
vtt it
m'
. .
is then easy to compute t11e cO,rrespondin.g values of P, V"
m'
E: and ~fI from Eq. (4~35).
m ill
The iteration procedure to be followed in the analysis of
the biaxially loaded column consists of the following steps (see flow
chart in Fig. 34):
1. Read input data and generate all the initial values
which are necessary for the computation.
2. Assign an incrernent of curvature V" and cOmptlte the
ll1
corresponding increments of axial force, curvatures'
' .. ' . \, .
and axial strain ~j fp Un E;" S"J. Fron1 t'he cornputed) 1.. , m' m' ill
values of P, the total axial force P is revised t
3. Revise the c1eforll1atio11 vector {V", UTI 8 s"J and .
, mIn' m' m
compute the correspondi.ng ex:ternal and intern.al forces;"
If the differences between the external and internal
forces are sufficiently smell, control will be trans-
ferred to step (6). Otherwise, proceed to step (4).
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4. If the number of iteration cycle are too large, pro~
gram proceeds to step (5). Otherwise) compute the
unbalanced forces and the c?rrection vector"~h~n-,
program will be transferred back to step .(3).
5. Make appropriate adjustment by either decreasing the
incremen.t of curvatllre (V") or forcing column to
m
undergo transformation from loading (stable equilibrium}
to unloading (unstable equilibrium) portion of the
load-displacement curve. Then, control returns to
step (2).
6. Test the converged displacements. If they are smaller
than the previous ones, program then returns to step
(5). Othenqise, print the solution. If the column
has not been weakened yet, return to step (2) for a
new iteration. Othenqise program will be terminated.
The adjustment in step (5) was first used in Ref. 22. r
This step is necessary when the load displacement curye almost
reaches its rnaxinlurn vallIe. At t11is point, slope i.s very small and
the determinant of the tangent stiffness matrix is nearly zero.
The system of the equations becomes ill conditioned and requires
a larger number of iteration cycles for the solution*
4.4.2 Solutions of Proportional Loading Case
Biaxially loaded columns under stu9Y for the case of
proportional loading are divided into 14 groups from PI to P14.
Table 5 lists all the problems and information needed for the input
data for the computer program.
Problem Pl hes been solved twice using fjrst the refined
equations derived in the A~~~ 4,3 and secondly the approximate
eq~ations of Goodier which neglect all the nonlinear terms, The
SOltltions are compared in Figc 35. The column is cOlnpletely elastic
and is permitte~ to warp freely at both ends, Culver's solutions,
using Goodier's approxinlate equations, are 8110\\10 by the dots i.n the
(16)figure. Harstead, Birnstiel and Leu have also solved the same
problem. Their solutions, sllo~vn by the srnall circles, included
I
I
the nonlinear terms. (22) As can be seen from Fig. 35, the present
solution using approximate equations agree with those obtained
by Culver 0 The difference of the solutions between the refined
and Goodier f s, equa tions ?-re clearly seen in. the figure t This
difference became larger as the load goes highere Goodier 1 s equations
are not justified since the displacement V is underestimated c
ill
Problem P2 ,is similar to problem PI except that colu~~
ends ~vere prevented from \varpingc The results are summarized in
Fig. 36. Again, large discrepancies are observed between the refined
and Goodier's equations at higl1 load level.
Studies of trle effect of residual stress and end \varping
on the strength of the inelastic columns are examined in Problems
P3 to F6. Solutions are shown in Figs. 37 to 40. The results
indicate that the presence of residual stress reduces the maximum
load of the column a~d the prevention of the column ends from
. warping strengthens the column. In all cases, the maxinlum loads
computed from the present theory are slightly Imqer than those obtained
t.
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in. Reft' 22'1 'This is probably due to the fact tllat the present
forlnulation n(~g1.t~cts elastic unloading of plastic eleluents, \vhereas
Ref. 22 hets taken this effect into account II
The purpose of problems P7 and p8 is to compare the
solutions from the present. theory with the tested data obtained
b "] 1 h' .' (31) h h · 1y Blrnst1.e . ailC 18 assoc ~ates. T e t eoretlca curves,
in Figs t 41 81ld ~.2" are 8110"\\711 by th.e solid line and tI1e slllall
circles are the experimental resultsc General agreement is
observed from these two figurese The bvisting angle S in Fig!
ill
41 Sl10WS a large discrepancy at loads 11igher thaIl 60 lcips. This
di$agreelnent probably resulted franl the t'\vist of the end fixture
1 · (22,31)of the column curlng the test~ . J
The initial imperfection of the column has been inves-
tigated in Probleras P9 and PIO arid the results are ShO\v11 in Figs.
43 and 44-0 TIle COlllilll1 rernains elastic throughout tIle loading.
Again, note that there is a large difference between the displace-
ment V calculated from the approximate equations suggested by
m
Goodier and the results from this studYe Solutions obtained by
Culver are shown by tIle small circles in the figLlres o
There have been a number of studies of the effect of
initial imperfection on elastic as well as inelastic columns
\vhich are axially loaded.· For the inelastic case, all of tIle
earlier studies permitted the column to deflect in one direction.
There is no k.no"\vn solution \·]hich allows trle column to deflect in
two perpen.dicular directions and t"\\1ist at t11e san1e tilue t Problenl
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Pll ex.anline:d this bch.:-n;ior. The C01Ufill1 is a l~12x 161 sectio11 and is
initially tVlif:: ti;-:!d (S. ~ 0.05 radianS)e
lIn
The initial displacement
in the x and y directions are equal and arbitrarily assumed to vary
from -O~055 to -Ot880 inches. Results shown in Figo 45 indicate
a substantial decrease in the max~mm load due to the initial
imperfections, This particular cross-section and length of column
was selected because test results were available. (69) The tangent
modulus load P
T
computed based on the measured residual stress is
1010 k.ips (I The Dlaxilnunl loads froln the test results vari.ed frOln
900 to 1170 kips. Since the initial twist of the column was not
measu.red, cOlnparisons bet\'7een t11e test data arld the t11eoretical
sollltions are not possiblee The tec.11nique of deterlnining the "true"
maximum strength of a centrally loaded column is illustrated in
Fig. 46. The maximum strength values and the corresponding initial
.c.
imperfections read from Fig~ 45 are plotted into this figurc_ The
value of the "true" rnaxitnurn strength is the load at w11ich the
initial displacement 6 is zero~
o
Problem P12 considered the effect of bending restraint
on the biaxially loaded column~ For the space subassernblage
sketched in Fig. 47, it is assumed that the beams connected to
the column, ends can only resist bending moment about their strong
axis; no bending moment about the weak axis or twisting moment in
the beam ,viII be considered. Furthermore, the effect of column
shortening on the beam bending will also be ignored. For the problem
study, all the beams are made of S4x7.7 and have a length of 200
inches, These bearns ~v11ic11 are sinlply supported at one end behave
elastically until plastic hinge forms at the joints. The rotational
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stiffness K and the plastic mo~nt Mp are calculated re~pectively
from 3EI/£ (= 2700 kip-in/rad~) and a Z (= 126 kip-in)$ Figurey
48 shows the moment-rotation curve for the beam at the connected
end. The column solution, shown in Fig. L~9, is compared with the
nonrestrained column from problem P3. The maximum strength for the
restrained column is relatively higher than the nonrestrained one.
The solution which in~ludes the externally applied
Dvisting moment M is given in problem Pl.3. The column is first
oz
twisted. The St. Venant and warping torsions at the midspan of
the column can be determined from the known angle of twist which
is derived in Appendix 3. These twisting moments must be included
in the moment-thrust-curvature curve by the method proposed in
Chapter 3. The value of external twisting moment M of 35 kip-in
oz
•has been arbitrarily chosen, The solutions for both cases,
warping permit and ~arping restraint, are plotted in Fig. 50. The
result indicates that the column has a greater strength if the
end warping is prevented. Comparing with problems P3 and P4,
the inclusion of the Dvisting moment obviously causes the reduction
of the strength of the column,
The problem of inelastic lateral-torsional buckling
has been extensively investigated in the past, but the post~buckling
behavior of this type of column has not been 'obtained yet. The
purpose herein is to determine the failure load and the behavior
of this column by introducing the concept of initial imperfection.
In problem P14 the initial displacement U. is assumed to be -0.02
1m
inches and the values of V. and~. are both zero. The column is
lffi 1m
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eccentrically loaded about the strong axis (e = 3 c O iile). They
load acts slightly eccentrically about the \vcal< axis (e := 0.01
x
in,). The c.urves are s110wn for DVO cases in Fig. 51" The solid
curve indicates the case of warping fully restrained, and the
dashed curve was computed for the case of warping free. It can
be observed that the lateral displacement U and the rotation
In
S are small until the axial force approaches a certain criticalIn
valLIe \vhich corresponds to th~. inception of lateral""torsional
I
buckling. Again, the results obviously indicate a higher strength
of tIle column for the case \\lith \\I'al~ping restraint.
This s~udy wiil be restricted to only one specific loading
path s~nilar to that used in the generalized stress-strain problem
in Clf'apter 3. The axial force P and the bending moment Mare
O}~
applied respectively and maintained constante Then the columrr'is
bent about the weak axis until failure. The increment of external
forces defined in Eq. (4~36) will differ for each increment of the
loadillg path I) For instance) during the increment of axial force,
the increnlent of tIle strong and \veak axis bending InOlnents are zero}
that is tl
ox
11 =:: O. Thus,
oy
- V +-u Scmem em
- U - V Scmem em
P: [lv} P (4. 4~.)
-1
1 L 2 (V UtI V" )- (-) ..,. U
Y3 n cnl em ern Clll
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Silnil<Jl' vectorE~ <JUC: to the incren1ent of 1110n1ents 11 and M \vill
ox 0)'
be
-- 1
and
M
ox
}1
oy
..[w}
M
ox
M
oy
a
... SClll
1
o
U" t
emJ
(
VI' JCln
The COlnputa tional steps outlined in Section L~, L~" 1 are
still valid for the nonproportional loac1irlg case c lIoT,vever, n1odifica·~
tion in step (2) is needed to account for the different loading
sequence. All otlter steps \\7il1 rernain tl1C saine. FiguI'e 52 shows
the brief £10'\-1 cllart for the nonpToportional loading case(l
4.4.4 Solutions of Nonpropo~tional Loading Cas~
Table 6 summarizes the five different column studies
which. have beell selected for the case of nonproportional loading.
Solutions of Problems Nl and N3 are plotted in Fig. 53.
Both problems are identical, except that Problem Nl is elastic-
while Problem N3 has included the yielding effect of the material.
The values of axial force p. and strong axis bending Mare
ox
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arbitrarily assumed an.a lleld constant at 135 kips 'atlc1 -270 kip·.. in
respecti'vely. TIle negative sign of 11 is used so that tlle displace·~
ox
ffiellt V 'vill D10ve in the negative direction of trle y ..·axis~ llhe
m
ends of the colurnns are free to \Varp fI The figure SllO\vS the plot
between tile 'weak. axis bendillg filoment M and the displaceluent U .
oy· m
Figure 5L:- 8110'\v8 the solutions of Problems :N2 and N4 Cl
The column ends are fully restrained against warpinge The results
\
indicates a sligh.t increase of
l
the Inax.ilTIUm str€l).gth due to this
restraint effect6
Problem N5 investigates the influence of strong axis
moment on the weak axis bending. The axial force P remains constant
at 135 kips. T,vo difference values of strong axis mOTI1ents, .". 270
and ..~675 l<:ip""" in , are chosen for this studyo The solutions, shown.
in Fig~ 55, differ significantly from one another.
It is 11o~v possible to develop the rnaXilTIUlll strength
interaction curves for b.iaxially loaded c.olumns. These intera~tion
curves are shown in Fig" "56 for th.e W8x31 sec.tion. The ratios of pipy
and 0 /0 are equal to 0.3. The slenderness ratios L/r of the
rc y x.
oolUlnn are 0, 20) L~O and 60 respectively. For L/r - 97; the
x
column buckles elastically and> therefore, no bending moment can
be applied to it. For the case of L/r = 0 the solution is obtained
x '
from the limit analysis presented in Chapter 2. The solid curves
represent the strength of the column when its ends are free to
warp, and the curves for the case of warping restraint are shmqn
.... 71
dashed :Crt Lhe t'igurf~ jl Note that the "Jarping restraint does Ilot
affect tbr:: co 1Ulan. strength for srnall value of J:.1 1M
ox px
lIo\vever,
its effect appears to be significant as the value of M 1M is
ox px
hig11 e The greatest difference occurs at M 1M = 0 0
oy PY This
p11enornenon can be explained as follo\vs"
Consider an extrellle "case \vllen}1 /1':1 = O. T11e colulnn
oy PY
is bent in the plane of greatest flexural rigidity and therefore
\vil1 bllcl(le laterally at a certain critic.al value of the load"
Because of the prevention of warping at the column ends, this
will result in a larger stiffness of the column and hence increase
caseFor t11e of M 1M = 0 the column is
ox px '
subjected to beliding about the \veale axis and t1:1ere "\-Ji1.1 be no
its maximum strengtho
lateral-torsional buclzlingt The failure of trlG coluTIu1 al\'17ays
occurs due to excessive 'bending in the plane of the applied moment,
TI1US the strerlgth of the colurnn is un.affected by the end \varping.
It is also observed frolll :Figl> 56 "tllat the effec.t of \varping
of the c?lumn end becomes less si.gn.ificant as the slenderness ratio
decreases. For the limiting case of L/r = 0, no influence results
x
from the warping restraint of the column ends at all,
4.5 §ummary
In this chapter a number of problems on the stability
of biaxially loaded columns have been solved utilizing the tangent
stiffness lnethod. The "discussion has covered t\vO different types
of loading, proportional and nonproportional~ TIle influences of
material yielding, residual stress, end warping restraint, end
benc1LLlg rc~~;t~r'[lint) initial intperfec.tion and externally applied
t\\7is t in?~ ni.C)!l~C' ~'l t h 3\Tt3 beeri inc ludec1 ~ COlnparison be t\qeen 80 Iu t ions
using Goodiey,··f S Dpproximate equations a11d tIle proposed refined
equations indiccltes tllat the Goodier equations result in an
erroneous solution \\1hen the applied load 311d tIle twist of tIle
column are largeo The problems of centrally loaded column and
lateral...,torsional bucl(ling of beam.... colunm.s hav"e also been exarninec1
us ing tIle biaxial bend ing theory arid the concept of irt:Ltial irnper-
fection q Good correlatibn exists beb1een the present and the
existing solutionso The agreement between the predicted values
and t11e results reported fr0111 t11e test appears to be satisfactoryl'
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5 • SUJyfrfARY A.ND CONCI-tUS IONS
This report presents three different analyses of
biaxially loaded columns. These are:
1. Limit analysis (Chapter 2);
2. Generalized stress-strain relationships (Chapter 3);
and
3. Stability analysis (Chapter 4)~
In Chapter 2, the upper and lower bound theorems of limit
analysis have been applied to obtain the yie Id sllrface equations t
Chapter 3 is devoted to the problem of the generalized
stresQ,s-strai11 relationshipsG T11e method is a step\vise linearization
procedure, in \v11ich a linear re lationsllip bebveen the force illcrernents
and the deformation increments is introduced into the influence
coefficient matrixf This matrix, representing the instantaneous
stiffness of the cross-section or the tangent of the force-deformation
curve) is generally kno\~ll 3S the tangent stiffness· rnatrix.
The stability of biaxially loaded eolurl1Qs is treated
in Chapter 4. The method is also based on an incremental approach~
The tangent stiffness matrix derived in this chapter is an extension
of Chapter 3 to include the geometric effectsQ Solutions also
cover the centrally loaded columns and the post~buckling behavior
of lateral-torsional buckling of beam-columns.
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A.J 1 (1 f t,h(~ proc.e dure s h8. ve been progran-une c1 for d igi ta 1
C0111pU ta t ion ar~d app 1 i.e c1 to c1 if fere n t samp Ie prob len1s II
The follo\ving conclusions can be dra~,qn fraill the results
of this study:
10 For sections subjected to axial force and biaxial
bending, the best ImQer bound solution of limit
analysis is obtained by assuming the neutral axis
as a straight line~ This result has also been
confirmed by the upper' bound solution o
2. The tangent stiffness method developed is suitable
for use in elastic-plastic analysis of the cross-
section. It has beerl shown that simple relation-
ships exist bebveen the generalized stress increment
aIlc1 the g'eneralized strain increluent (I "
3 t The formulation of the stability problem, also based
on the tangent stiffness method~ is similar to the
matrix displacement method of structural analysis ..
The D1axi1l1UlTI load carrying ca.pac i t)7' of tl-te co lurnn -is
reached when the determinant of the stiffness matrix
is zero. This condition is true for both elastic
and inelastic cases.
4~ It has been clearly demonstrated that the neglect of
nonlinear terms (product of deformations) results in
an erroneous solution when the applied load and the
twist of the column are larges This error is most
seve~e for the deflection in the strong axis direction~
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5. Failure of a C01UIl111 i.s dCHn:Lnated by 'excessive deflection
in. tl1e '17eak axis direction~.
6. In general, the prevention of end warping increases
the stiffness and strength of the column, However,
this restraint· does not affect the column strength
\~Jhen it is ben.t about the \veale axis alone. FurtherltlOre,
the influence of warping restraint decreases as the
,
lengt11 of the column decreases.
7. Presence of residual stress and the inclusion of
externally applied twisting moments reduce the maximum
str~ngth of biaxially loaded columns 0 The amount of
reduction can not be specified since it depends on
the boundary conditions and the length of the individual
column.
8~ The maXilTIUm strength of a central1~y loaded colurnn
is very much affected by. the initial imperfection of
the COlUD1l1"
9~ The provision of bending restraint at the colump
ends raises the load carrying capacity of the columnQ
10. The post-buckling behavior of lateral-torsional buckling
problem can be conveniently determined by utilizing
the concept of initial imperfection and the biaxial
bend fng the ory,
11. Present solutions indicate good agreement with test
results and a number of existing solutions~
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TllC.' p-::c' ~:cn t, \"fork c1ea ls i,iJ i th syrnlne trica lly loade d co lUlTtnS
bent in singJe curvature ~ The exten.sion to the unsyn1D1etrical case
i.s straightfor\<Jard. The rnetllod is capable to include columns free
to S\\1ay, strain .... hclrdenillg of t11e rnaterial and other cross ... sectiollal
sllape.
6~ APPENDICES
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APPEl'rDIX. 1
----~-,-....---
·Derivation of Tangent Stiffness l''Iatrix by _·Us~<?£ Taylor IS Theorern
Tl1e analysis of tIle problem involving the 110rllinearity of lllaterial
properties is very cornp 1 e:?: , even. in tIle sirnplest fortH of ,the stress"'"
strai11 relationsl1ip) such as the elastic~petfectlyplastic rnaterial (l
T11e attempt 11as been to tra11sfornl tl1e problern into a set of simttltarleous
linear equations by considering the rate of change of quantities as
presented i11 C11apter 3~ Based Up011 tIle saIne idea) Gurfinlcel obtained
a set of equation-s by applyillg Taylor IS t11eoren1 to t.11e n011l:Lnear problenl
of biaxially loaded footings.(70) The intent here is to point ou~ the
relationship between the elements of the tangent stiffness matrix [Q]
alld tIle o~oefficierlts fr01TI Taylor expansiort series"
If the plastic strain is reversible, it is then possible to express
generalized stresses in tern1S of generalized stra:Lrls as follo\vs:
M M (~x' ~y' € ) .. (Al cIa)x x 0
M lyf (0 <I> , e ) (Al.lb)
Y Y "'x' Y 0
p ...- p (Q ~ € ) (Alclc)x' y' 0
These generalized strains are different from those used by Gurfinkelo
At the existing state, Mx(A)' }1y (A) , P (A) are kno·Wll.~ The problem is
then to find the solution for
M 1\(A) -I- 0 1-1 (.Al.2.a)}~(B) x
M 1-1y (A) -~ 6 M (Al~2b)YeT»~ y
P (B) P (A) + oP (Al~2.c)
Applying l01~ 1 ::l th.coreln and neglecting all ternlS C011tai'ning
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deri\7ative.s l"tigll!C::c tJlan the first order, tl1e re.sultin.g equations are
-M
x.(B)
oH I 01'1 o}1x x OP )~ 08rvI + - ..~-- 6~ -~ -_. -}- ..---
x(A) d~ I x o(J? y oS 0
XI Y 0
I (A) (A) (A)
,J. ,01'1y I + .~~y I oMlvly (A) 6CJ2 My ~l- .._-~ 08I d1? I x op.y I 08 0Xj 0
I (1\.) (.A) (A)
(AI. 3a)
(Al~3b)
COillbin.ation of Eqs .. (Al.2) alld(A163) gives
O€
o
(A)
(Al.3c)
Otf 011
.0Hx 'I r6~ 'I6}1 x x
x o~ o~
08 0 1 I x Ix y
11>-
ol\f 01\1 oIvI j 1
o}l ~Y.. _J. y \( ~~~--- 6q) '?Y dP o~ or." I "y (x y -'0 . I
I !
! II :
• j ,
c)P _ClJ?__
_?2!?..___ ) ~of 1 6 ~L-~02~ oQ oS 1 ,f:~ Jl~ y 0_..1 \~ o~_(A)
The coefficient of trt8 stiffness matrix can be nlllue:cically e\Tetlllatec1 6
For instance, by aSSll1l1ing all inc.renlent 6lf2 (6iJ! :;: 68 :.~ 0), tIle first
x y 0
column of the stiffness matrix is obtained by dividing the corresponding
increment of forces 6M ,~ and 6P by b~. These ratios will be
x y x
close to the values of the derivative if .6p approaches zero, that is
x
lim 6M oM
602 -->0 x x
·x 6?f2 ~-
x x
lirn t;}'1 o~I
6?J: ~)O y .-.. y
x 6?P-- a~~-
x x
(A.l. Sa)
(A~l . .5b)
lim
oP
ar
x
This technique has been utilized in Ref. 70.
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(Al.Sc)
"By comparison beb~een Eqso (Al.4) and (3.12) it is apparent that
011 2x
- Q11 -JE ciA:;:::: yo~
x
oM 2~J := Q22 ::: JE x dAo~ y
oP
..- Q33 - -JE dA08
0
ot'I oM
x y Q12 - JE Y dAogj- ::: - () g} ~'- - - xy x
oM oPx
- Q13 JE Y dAae- := ~~- ..- :::
a x
oM of
__l ::::: :::: Q23 == ~ JE x dAdE; - ~
a y
(Al.6a)
(Al.6b)
(Al.6c)
(Al.6d)
(Al.6e)
(Al.6f)
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Ap·PENDIX 2
De te rmina tion of the Re l~ t ionships of the IS-a te of~_phange
Of Deflections and Curvatures
The displacement V of the column in the direction of the y~
axis can be closely approximated ~Y the function
v - Al sin }Tz -t- ~. A ~ (1 - ~).L 2 L L (A2.1)
this satisfies the boundary condition that displaceruents at both
colUlun ends are zero~ After differentiating with respect to z t,qice,
it becollle s
VII - ...
2
" IfAl (r._)
I ..
TIz
sin L (A2.2)
A2 is determined from the boundary condition of the curvatur~
at the column end (z = L) \\]hich gives
A (~)2 L2 :=: - /-Lx
M
ex
EI
x
.
(A2.3)
or
(A2. L~)
The multiplication factor ~ , accounting for the yielding and the
. x
biaxial bending effects on the curvature, can be determined from the
method presented in Chapter 3. This factor is of primary importance
for short columns in which yielding spreads from the midspan towards
~he ends. Most of the columns under this investigation are of inter-
mediate or long length and, tllerefore; their ends \v:Lll rernain elastic ..
The value of ~ equal to 1.0 will be used throughout this entire
x
study.
L·From Eq. (A2~1), the deflection at midspan (z = 2) is
the curvature at the saIne section is
2 (.:~)V" ::::::: (~) Al - A 2ill L L2
Elimination of eithe~ Al or A2 from these two equations
gives
or
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(A2.• 5)
(A2.6)
(A2.7)
V" == -
m
(A2.8)
Similarly, the rate equation talce s the form
. 2 2 .(I!) 1T ~ 8VB ::
- V + (~---2·"-·) AZm L In L
or
(A2.9)
.
V" - -
TIl
and hence
If M ~ 0, from Eq. (A2.4)
ex
V"
m
V
m
t-.
(A2.11)
(A2.12)
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If M ~ 0, tnen AZ i 0, andex
> > (A2 o 13)
this is generally true for the case of single curvature bending. It
is expected tl1at the condition also holds for
(A2.14)
Equation (A2.10), after\neglecting the term containing
AI' becomes
. (~)V l1 V
m L
2 m
In general, one can \vri te
L
2
'V"V (--)
m \(1 m
\\1here
_J112 (M := 0)ex
"I
-ls (}1 .~ 0)
ex
(A2. 15)
(A2.16)
(A2 ( 17)
In fact the value of Vl for the case M
cx
~ 0 should lie
2
some\vhere bet\'1een 8 and n depending upon tIle nlagnitude of }1
ex
Ho\vever it has been found that t11e nlaxin1ul~ strength of the column is
insensitive to this factor, the value of Yl given in Eqt (A2c17)
Will be adopted in the study. This similar finding has also been ob-
served in the uniaxial bending of beam-columns. (71,72)
Similarly, by assuming the displacement U as
TIZ Z ZU ~ B s in -~~.. + L} B (1 F~ ••:~)
1 L 2 L L (A2~18)
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the same resulis are obtained
..
U
m
where
2
(!:.-)
YZ
.
U"
m
(A2.19)
Yz
2
{
TT (M
ey 0)
8 (M ~ 0)
cy
1\visting Allg1e S2. \
Free \var_ping. \~11en the ends of the coluron is free to 'warp,
the fol~owing assumed function
=
. TTz
Q S1.n-
t--'m L (A2.21)
satisfies the boundary condition o
Differentiating t\vice a11d substituting z
equation is
2
~I( IT= (1:) ~rnIn
The rate equation is
2
~II .' (~) .:::: ~n~m I.J
L
= 2' the resulting
(A2.22)
(A2.23)
Agatn differentiating Eq. (A2.23) twice, it gives
S"
m
(A2.24)
Warping Fully Restrained. In order to satisfy the boundary
condition, the following function is assumed
Q (1 2TIz)t--'m - cos L
2
(A2.25)
from which
2
~II = - 2 (~) ~mm L
and
2
S"" = - 2 (~) ~"
nl L m
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(A2.26)
(A2.27)
III sunl1nary, the follo\ving general form can be gi.ven for
botll cases of free and restrained warping,
1 2. (!:.)
.
S = - ~"
m Y3 TI m
and
2Slin (~) .::;
- \(3 S"m L ill
where
(A2.28)
(A2.29)
(Warping Permitted)
(Warping Fully Restrained)
(A2.30)
which is the warping re-straint factor.
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APPENDIX 3
Determination of the Twisting Angle of Column
Under Pure ~visting Moment
The equilibrium equation of twisting moment· for a thin-walled
open section subjected to the externally applied tor"que .is given by:
EI Sit, - GK S'
OJ T
~De110ting
=
GK
T
E'I
0)
M
cz
(A3.1)
(A3.2)
the solution of the differential equation is
M z
C1 +. C cosh A z + C sinh A Z +~2 3 GKT
(A3.3)
where C
1
, Cz and C3 are integration constants and can be determined
from the boundary conditions of the column.
For convenience, during the application of twisting moment
M ,the cross-section of the column at the rnidspan \\Till be assumed
cz
to be st~tionary. Thus
f3 Iz = L
2
o (A3. 4)
If the column ends are permitted to warp, the second derivative
of twisting angle 8 must be zero, that is
= (A3. 5)
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From the th~ee boundary conditions in Eqs. (~~.4) and (A3.5),
the final solution is
s
M,
cz
GKr (z - L) (A3.6)
For the case of end warping fully restrained, the first
derivative of the Dvisting angle at the ends must be zero.
S'I
z::::o
o (A3.7)
Thus, cOlubining the boundary conditions in Eqs. (A3.L~) and
(A3.7), the final solution is
[tanh ~L cosh A.Z - sinh A.Z + A. (z - ~)J (A3.8)
Now, either St. Venant or warping torsion can be determined
from the known expression of the twisting angle S.
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7. NOTATIONS
In the fol1mving symbols) the subscripts (ext), (int) and
m which stand for external, internal and midspan will not be shown.
A
a
b
d
E
e )e
x y
(F)
{F} ".
[f}
(i:}
G
(H}
(Ii}
h
= total cross sectional area;
= distance from point on cross~section tq shear center;
\
~ width of wide-flAnge section;
- depth of wide-flange section;
= modulus of elasticity;
eccentricity of load in x and y direction;
= vec.tor of moment about local coordinate defined
bYEq.(L~.9);
rate of· {F} ;
~ vector of force defined by Eqs. (3.1);
::: rate of [f.};
~ shear modulus;
matrix defined by Eq. (4.16);
rate of {H);
- distance from center of top flange to center of
bottom flange;
I ,I
x y
11;,111
I (J)
K
Kb,K ,Kt w
=
=
=
moment of inertia about x and y axis;
moment of inertia about sand 11 ,axis;
warping moment of inertia;
cross sectional constant defined by Eq. (3.27);
rate of curvature of bottom flange) top flange and'
web respectively;
K ,K
x Y
L
1
}1
b
,M ,M
t w
M ,M
x Y
Mpx
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l'~l.te of curvature of flange (\vhen K ::::IZ =K ).b t f '
8t+ Venant torsion constant;
- Stiffness factor of beam about x and y axis;
length of column;
= length of beam;
:::: moment acting on bottom flange) top flange and web
respectively;
moment about x and y axis;
fully plastic, moment about x axis when no axial force
or moment about y axis is acting;
Mpy
}1 ,}1'Bx By
MTX'~Y
M M M
ox' OY' 02
:t-1 M M
ex' cy' cz
M M
rx' ry
M ,M ,M
ox oy 02
M ,M ,M
ex cy ez
M ,M
rx ry
M I,M 2P p-
M
z
MS
Z
M\V
Z
::::
::::
=
=
=
::=
=:
fully plastic moment about y axis when no axial force
or moment about x axis is acting;
end moment acting at bottom of column;
end moment acting at top of column;
end moment about x, y and z axis;
llloment acting a t ends of column;
restrained moment about x and y axis;
mOlnent about S, 'll and ~ axis;
rate of end moment about x} y and z axis;
rate of mon~nt acting at ends of column;
rate ·of restrained mOlllent about x and y axis;
rate of moment about S, ~ and' axis;
plastic mome11t of beall~ about x and y axis respecti,?,e 1y;
torsion;
St. Venant torsion;
warping torsion;
JZ
z
m
x
-90
= torsion caused by horizontal compone~t of inclined
normal stresses;
}1 /}'1 ·
x px'
my
s
m
z
w
m
z
ill, n
p
Pb,P ,P
. t w
=
=
=
=
=
M 1M ;y py
nondimensional St. Venant torsion;
nondimensional warping torsion;
number of grid defined in Fig. 17;
axial force;
axial force acting on bottom flange, top flange and
web respectively;
p
max
.
p
p
[QJ
[R]
R.rx'~Y
R ,R
x Y
r
x
[T]
t
u
- maximum strell'sth of column;
::= tangent nlo~1ulus load;.
= yield load (P = 0 A);y y
- axial force along' axis;
rate of axial force;
... pip ·y'
~ tangent stiffness matrix of cross section defined
by Eq. (3.13) or (4.8);
= tangent stiffness matrix of beam-column defined by
Eq. (4.38);
= reaction at bottom of column;
= reaction at top of column;
~ reaction in x and y direction;
= radius of gyration about x axis;
= transformation matrix defined by Eq. (4.13);
= thickness of flange;
= deflection of shear center in x direction;
u
c
u.
1
·U
u
c
·u.
1.
v
v
c
v.
1.
v
v
·c
v.
1
·W
e
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= deflection of shear center in x direction measured
from origin of x axis;
initial deflection of shear center in x direction;
::: rate of U;
::: rate of U
c'
= rate of U ·. ,
1.
= deflection of sh.ear center in y directioll';
= deflection of shear center in y direction measured
from origin of y axis;
= in~tial deflection of shear center in y direction;
:::; rate of V;
= rate of V ·
c'
= rate of V.;
1
= rate of vector of external force defined by Eq. (4.36);
total rate of external work;
·w.
1.
w
X,Y,Z
zy
s
~c
S.
1.
=
:::
:=
=
total rate of internal energy dissipation;
thickness of web;
reference coordinate system;
parameter defined by Eqs. (2.5) and (2.15);
plastic modulus (2 M /0y);x px
plastic modulus (2 =:: M /(5);y py y
angle of tVlist res-ulted from applied load;
total angle of twist;
initial twisting angle;
·S
~c
S.
l
rate of S;
= rate of ~ ;
C
==: rate of S. ;
~
{6}
{0'1
{6J
.{oJ
.
{oJ
o
o
factor depending on boundary condition defined by
- rate of deformation vector defined by Eq. (4.37);
=: deformation vector defined by Eq . .(4.11);
- deformation vector defined by Eq. (4.10);
::: rate 0 f [o}; .
ra te of {6};
- initial deflection at midspan of column (U~ =V.
1m 1m
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6 ).
o '
€
o
€
r
E:
wa
€
Y
.
€
E;
o
e
wa
€b' €t' E:w
e
J..Lx
::::::
=
::::
::::
::::
::::::
=
strain;
strain at origin of coordinate system;
residual strain;
warping strain;
yield strain;
strain rate;
strain rate at origin of coordinate system;
warping strain rate;
strain rate at center of bottom flange, top flange
and web respectively;
local coordinate system;
angle or slope;
parameter defined location of neutral axis;
multiplication factor;
(J
a
rc
0"
Y
0'
= stress;
= residual stress in compression;
::: re s idua 1 stress in tension;
= yield stress;
stress rate;
CY
wa
1"
~ ,~
x y
. .
§ ,~
'x y
o ()
x' y
(x}
(x}
ill
n
:::::
=
==
==
=
=
rate of warping stre~s;
shear stress;
curvature about x and y axis;
rate of curvature about x and y axis;
nondimensional curvature;
deformation vector defined in Eq. (3.2);
rate of Lx}; and
normalized unit warping~
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8. TABLES
TABLE 1 INTERACTION EQUATIONS FOR WIDE-FLANGE SECTIONS
t)
Ic:se I· Lo'ca-tion of N.A.!
~. ~
Equation
I Valid for 1
I Lo\ver Bound I. Upper Bound t
! ~
-f
. ;
u
we
t
i
I~
d t
2" - 2 ~ Y1
I,
I
I
b i~ "2 I2
: < I~ A3 -d E. + Yd -2 1~--t 2 IY1 ' 2 1
I 11
I O<y <~-tI - 1 - 2
i
I ~ S A3 %-.-t-~--
;. Yl+ -2 - t -2--2 + Y1)
I
~ - t ~ Y12
d
a :S. Y1 ~ 2" --- t
w b
2" 2
; ~A35~
_IYl-tz" - t "2 -.- Y1
2 d
p %II: A [2t A.) Y1 + W (z-t) J
y
y I
-
2
P = A [2t \3 Y1 + w Y1 J
1
I
"!~x 1 ~ }mx = Z 3 n3 A3 + w [(~_t)2 - y2l~ x 2 l~2 2
I
m = _ [tb 1 2 2 2! y Z 4 - ;;- ~ A3 - t f... v ]y..) 3 J 1
l]E-1 4 n3 A3 I~ ~
2 I J x mx = 3 ---z:- ~ ~ A
3
~ L
~ - t - + Y1I 2 2 2 !Y1 2 2I \ m ;; ~ [t~ - f n3 A~ - t tC3 Yl] !i I Y Y . ~~~ I ~~
r
~
\!)
lr.
IrABLE 1_ (cant' d)
y
Case I Location of N.A.
d t
2" - 2" $ Yl
_-..."
Valid for ~
Lower Bound ~ Upper Bound------'--1
~ , ~! '...__.,.-"'--...,~
~ d t ~I 2 - 2 S Y1 1
i !
'I', f,'
r
I ~~ ~ I!::. ~ I~
2 < 2- 2 2
-d-- :::; A3 - dId. t.$ 1\3~--d---ty ~ - t y -- + t Y ~-- y -- + - !1 2 12· 122 122
~
Equation
p = ! Cot - n A + 2t A Y + 2w (~-t)JA 2 3 31
_ 1 tb 2 1 - 2 I 2 2 2 ]
m - Z [7; - 3 n3 i\3 -r ilZ A3 y 1 - t 1\3 y 1y Y
1. r"bt 2
m = - L-- (d-t) + - n A - n A· Y ]
x Z 2 333 231
x
x
4
5b
."..
Y I
I m = 0 I I
Sa I:E Y_ I I x A ~ II I t:; m
x
= 2Z
x
[d(l-p) -1b (.l-P)"-J w (1-2t ) ::; p ::; 1 I
I I I II"
! I I !
I Y I I I
t ~ I <
i ft ill == 0L.-1P y . IjU x 2 2 I~1:-- m = 1 _ A_p I 0 < p < w~d-2t)
..- L.., x 4wZ ,- - A '
!.! X ! i
I! I I r\..00\
Csse
6a
Location of N.A.
y
1 I
Wh"'-"E-I'I x
ce---------
-~
~
I~
1
,I
t
l
I
1
,l.
TABLE 1 (con t f d )
Equation
m = 0
x
_ A A 2
my ..- 2Z [b (1- p) - 4t (1- p) }y
I Valid for !
I 1~r
~
~
f,I wd ~
" -- < p < 1 ~i A - - ~
I II II l
I j
6b
Remarks:
y
J9,~,;,pI~Lx~rly-=::J
~
ITt = 0
X
2 2
m = 1 _ P_l__P
y. 4d Z
Y
o ~ p wd< --:-
- A
i
I
~
x = -A3 y - A.4
e
y
x
A., = tan e
J
1.I\.4
Y1 - 1\3
A = 2bt + w (d-2t)
d 2
Zx = bt (d-t) + w (2 - t)
1 2 1 2
2 y =2 tb + 4 w (d-2t)
d 2 d 2
n Z = (2") - (2- t)
= t (d-t)
Lower Bound
d 3 d 3
n = (-) - (- - t )3 2 2
3 2 t 3
= 4" t (d-t) + 4"
Upper Bound
3
n
3
= - t (d 24 -t)
I
\...0
-..J
TABLE 2
Comparison of Lower and Upper Bound Solutions
(W12x31)
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my
p m Lower Bound Upper Bound
x
0.2 0.929 0 0
\
0.2 0.836 0.303 0.303
-
0.2 0.743 0.473 o.L~72
0.2 0.651 0.617 0.617
-,
0.2 0.558 0.737 0.737
0.2 0.465 0.832 0.832
0.2 0.372 0.903 0.903
0.2 0.279 0.950 0.950
0.2 0.186 0.975 0.975
0.2 0 0.993 0.993
TABLE .3
:-'
Comparison of Lower and Upper Bound Solutions
(W14x426)
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my
p m Lower Bound Upper Bound
x
0.2 0.904 0 0
0.2 0.814 \ 0.315 0.313\
0.2 0.678 0.530' 0.524
--
0.2 0.588 U.646 o. 6L~2
0.2 0.497 0.743 0.741
0.2 0.407' 0.823 0.821
,
0.2 0.316 0.885 0.884
t
0.2 0.226 0.930 0.929
0.2 0.136 0.958 0.958
0.2 0 0.981 0.981
.
TABLE 4 STUDIES OF CROSS-SECTIONAL PROB-LEMS
Problem Axial Bending Bending Residual Normal St. Venant Warping
Force Moment Moment Stress Warping Torsion Torsion RemarkStrain
f3"~) s wp(max) ffix(max) my (max) cr m mrc
. 2 z z
~n
0 (0.996) 0 a 0 0 0
0.4 (0.687) 0 0 0 0 0 Uniaxial BendingCl 0.6 (0.461) 0 0 0 0 0 (about strong-axis)0.8 (0.238) 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 (0.996) 0 0 0 0
C2 0.4 0 (0.938) 0 0 0 0 Uniaxial Bending0.6 0 (0.764) 0 0 0 0 (about weak-axis)
0.8 0 (0.447) 0 0 0 0
0.3 0 (0.980) 0 0 0 0
C3 0.3 0.4 (0.814) 0 0 0 0 Biaxial Bending
0.3 0.6 (0.599) 0 0 0 0
C4 0.3 0 .. 4 (0.814) 0 0 0 0 Effect of Residual Stress0.3 0.4 (0.811) 0.3 a 0 0 0y
CS 0.3 0.4 (0.814) 0 0 0 0 Effect of Warping Stress0.3 0.4 (0.809) 0 0.00002 0 0
0.3 0.4 (0.814) 0 0 0 0
C6 0.3 0.4 (0.776) 0 0 0.4 0 Effect of St. Venant Torsion
0.3 0.4 (0.665) 0 0 0.8 0
0.3 0.4 (0.814) 0 0 0 0
Cl 0.3 0.4 (0 .. 763) 0 0 0 0.4 Effect of Warping Torsion
0.3 0.4 (0.605) 0 0 0 0.8 (Shear stress)
All sections are W8x31
E = 30000 ksi
a = 36 ksiy
m = 9 n = 20 The values in the parenthesis are obtained from the computer output
I
t--'-
o
o
TABLE 5 STUDIES OF PROPORTIONAL LOADING CASE
Problem Section Length Material Properties Initial Imperfections
L 0" E G Residual U. V. Simy Stresses lffi lID
(in) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (in) (in) (rad)
PI W14x43 264.6 Elastic 30,000 11,500 No 0 0 0
P2 W14x43 264.6 Elastic 30,000 11,500 No 0 0 0
P3 W14x43 220 36 30,000 11,500 No 0 0 0
p4 W14x43 220 36 30,000 11,500 No
°
0 0
P5 W14x43 220 36 30,000 11,500 Yes 0 0 0
P6 w14x43 220 36 30,000 11,500 Yes 0 0 0
P7 5x6H 96 36 30,000 11,500 No 0 0 0
P8 W4x13 120 65 30,000 11,500 No 0 0 0
p9 W14x43 280 Elastic 29,000 11,200 No 0
°
0.043
PIO W14x43 264.6 Elastic 30,000 11,500 No -0.276 -0.276 0.0403
Pll W12xI6I 160 27.5 30,000 11,500 Yes -0.055 -0.055 0.050
-0.110 -0.110
=
-0.220 -0.220
CJ
rc -0.440 -0.440
0.40 -0.880 -0.880
Y
P12 W14x43 220 36 30,000 11,500 No 0 0 0
PI3 W14x43 220 36 30,000 11,500 No 0 0 0
P14 W8x31 208 36 30,000 11,500 Yes -0.020 0 0
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TABLE 5 (Cant I d)
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Problem Eccentricities Support Conditions eU = V = ~ = 0) T\visting Equations
e e M M Warping Moment Used
x y rx ry
at EndsK Mp1 K Mp2 Mozx y of Column
(in) (in) kip-in kip-in kip-in kip-in kip-in
rad rad
Goodier
PI 5.0 5.0 0 0 0 0 Free 0 and
Refined
Goodier
P2 5.0 5.0 0 0 0 0 Restraint 0 and
Refined
P3 0.5 5.0 0 0 0 0 Free 0
Refined
p4 0.5 5.0 0 0 0 0 Restraint 0 Refined
P5 0.5 5.0 0 0 0 0 Free 0 Refined
P6 0.5 5.0 a 0 0 0 Restraint 0 Refined
P7 0.89 2.82 0 0 0 0 Restraint 0 Refined
p8 0.42 2.72 a 0 0 0 Restraint 0 Refined
Goodier
P9 0.75 10.0 0 0 0 0 Free 0 and
Refined
Goodier
PIa 5.0 5eO 0 0 0 0 Free 0 and
Refined
Pl1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Restraint 0 Refined
P12 0.5 5.0 2700 126 2700 126 Free 0 Refined
Restraint Refined
PI3 0.5 5.0 0 0 0 0 and 35
Free
Restraint 0 Refined
i PI4 0.01 3.0 0 0 0 0 and
Free
TABLE 6 STUDIES OF NON-PROPORTIONAL LOADING CASE
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Problem Section Length Material Properties Initial Imperfections
cr E G Residual U. V. ~imL y stresses ~m 1m
(in) (ksi) (ksi) (ksi) (in) (in) (rad)
Nl W14x43 220 Elastic 30,000 11,500 No -0.001 -0.001 0.001
N2 W14x43 220 Elastic 30,000 11,500 No -0.001 -0.001 0.001
N3 W14x43 220 36 30,000 11,500 No -0.001 -0.001 0.001
N4 W14x43 220 36 39,000 11,500 No -0.001 -0.001 0.001
N5 W14x43 220 36 30,000 11,500 Yes -0.001 -0.001 0.001
TABLE 6 (Cant I d)
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Problem Nonproportional Support Conditions ell = v = ~ = 0) Twisting Equations
Loading M M Warping Moment Usedrx ry
P M K Mpl K Mp2
at ends M
of Columns OZox x Y
kip kip-in kip-in kip-in kip-in kip-in kip-in
rad rad
Nl 135 -270 0 0 0 0 Free 0 Refined
N2 135 -270 0 0 0 0 Restraint 0 Refined
N3 135 -270 0 0 0 0 Free 0 Refined
N4 135 -270 0 0 0 0 Restraint 0 Refined
N5 135 -270 0 a 0 0 Free 0 Refined
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COIlJMN IS LOADED IN THE
FOLLOWING SEQUENCE:
1. ASSUME P
COMPUTE X ={ q; , ~ , € }
x y 0
REVISE P
REPEAT TILL P = p( )
max
2. KEEP P CONSTANT
ASSUME M
x
COMPUTE X
REVISE M
x
REPEAT TILL Mx = Mx(rnax)
30 KEEP P AND M CONSTANT
x
ASSUME My
COMPUTE X
REVISE My
REPEAT TILL SECTION
IS FULLY PLASTIC
READ INPU T DA TA
CCMPUTE:
SECTIONAL PROPERTIES
COORDINATES OF EACH ELEMENT AREA
RESIDUAL STRESSES (IF ANY)
SHEARING STRESSES DUE TO TORQUE (IF ANY)
NORMAL WARPING STRAINS (IF ANY)
SET INITIAL VALUES OF FORCES,
CURVATURES, AXIAL STRAIN, AND INCREMENT
OF EXTERNAL FORCE S
ITERATION BEGINS
COMPUTE:
UNBALANCED FORCES
AND CORRECTION
VECTOR
x =[ ~ , ~ , e}
x y a
REVISE DEFORMATION
X=X+X
COMPUTE INTERNAL FORCES NO
IS NO o
CYCLES
LARGE?
YES
HAS COLUMN BEEN
WEAKENED?
ARE DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN EXT o AND INTo
FORCES ACCEPTABLE?
NO
.....
Fig. 18 Brief Flow Chart for Cross-Sectional Analysis
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READ INPUT DATA
CCMPUTE:
SECTIONAL AND COLUMN PROPERTIES
COORDINATES OF EACH ELEMENT AREA
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COLUMN IS LOADED IN THE
FOLLOWING SEQUENCE
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COMPUTE b.
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SECTIONAL AND COLUMN PROPERTIES
COORDINATES OF EACH ELEMENT AREA
RESIDUAL STRESSES (IF ANY)
SHEARING STRESSES DUE TO TORQUE (IF ANY)
. SET INITIAL VALUES OF FORCES,
CURVATURES, AXIAL STRAIN, END SLOPES,
DISPLACEMENTS, TRANSFORMATION MATRIX, AND
ECCENTRICITIES
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2. KEEP P CONSTANT
ASSUME M
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ITERATION BEGINS
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